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?Areisand's nose, distinctive thing

always pretty "Cohongoroota" .

etty narre. It is long It is hard f,

pronounce. It is hard to spell. A nd vet, it /s

''^tinctive. One can be safely assured tha'

jther college has a yearbook with 3

name like ^'Cohongoroota"

. Talung this into mind, the 1 976-7.

yc-arhock staff decided to papitalize on th-

name m tfie form of a cover design the-

h'f "Cohongoroota". Jhe Indian namt.

wild geese landing on the rivet
"

and refers to the portion of the Potoms

"Co/7:

li^Stl' that /s unden/abli:
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in 2013
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Bridging the sides of the C and O Canal, a quiet

catwalk is concealed by draping foliage

Smiles and cheers for the 1976 Homecoming

queen. Beth Carleton. crowned by Pres James

Butcher and escorted by Bill Savanna

Snuggled-up with Christmas cheer, Andy

Bowers and Pegi Wells enjoy a break during

finals.
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In the 1976-77 academic term. Shepherd

College enrolled 2618 students, engaged 100

faculty members, and employed 108 staff mem-
bers. But even with a total of 2826 individuals,

Shepherd remained a friendly school. It remain-

ed one of the few places that one can walk down
a street and say "hello" to everyone, and get a

"hello" back. It is that part of Shepherd that

makes it unique . . . that part that says, "get

closer to me!"













. . . gei closer!

"Number two tries harder", and Pat Brown is

living proof. Runner-up in last year's Miss

Shepherd College Pageant, Pat went to the

state competition to win the state title of Miss

West Virginia.

Choked by the work of a severe winter, the

Potomac lies laden with ice and snow.

Catching a moment to relax and ham-it-up,

the basketball team poses for a photograph

while touring at Blackwater Falls.
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This book is dedicated

to Professor Henry Perry.

For 1 7 years he has worl<ed,

advised, created, instructed,

and guided. He is a man

who has always "gotten

closer" . . .to people,

to love, and to life.

We'll miss you, Mr. Perry/

10 Dedication

Tapping and tinkering— two of

Mr. Perry's lifelines.
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closer to life

Life section editors:

Bonnie Sctiattert

Lynda Slieppard

IVIarnie Lafiman

Carta White

Pam Breldius

Betsy Mathews







. . . the biggest pitfall of them all:

em
or "Joe Sophomore says .

WW

r
Editor's note: The following photographs and

story were discovered approximately three

months ago, tucked away behind an old.

rusty file cabinet in the Yearbook Office. The

story, along with the photos were sealed in

a plain manila envelope. After curiosity had

gotten the best of us, the staff decided to

open the envelope.

What we found after opening the envelope

stunned all of us; Here was clear proof that

cafeteria food was being used as furniture

and other room decorations by a small, yet

powerful groups of students, whose ring-

leader was code namedJoe Sophomore.

After investigations by several members

of the yearbook staff, we have ascertained

that this evidence was indeed hidden by

some unknown employee of the college

cafeteria staff. The purpose of this was to

"cover up" the fact that the cafeteria had

in the past, and may still, serve food witi

two purposes in mind: to feed hungry col

lege students and to start providing studenti

with the basic objects in decorating dormi

tory rooms.

In journalistic fashion, the Yearbook hai

decided to make these facts public. Whai

was the true meaning behind the cover up?

YOU be the Judge.'/

4
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. . stereo headphones don't have to be

expensive to be good !

!

"

/ thought I was a virtual outcast from

the world of stereophonic headphone listen-

ing. While everyone around me was enjoy-

ing good music by means of Koss and

Sennheiser headphones, I had, well, nothing.

That was until I discovered this economical

way to enjoy music.

With only a coat hanger, two small

speakers (available at any name-brand ele-

tronics store), an exacto knife, and 2 ham-

burger rolls, I made a set of headphones

that rivals the best of them. Not only are

they cushioned, but they sound great tool!

".
. . cafeteria hot-dogs add real class and

style to my life!
I"

I've always been one who caters to the

tastes and ways of the refined Shepherd

women. That's why I look for ways of

expressing my individuality in different

fashion from other people.

When I started smoking cigars, I was
turned off by those cigars costing upwards

of three cents apiece. They had a good taste,

but they just didn't last, and the stench

was unbearable!

I

That's when a friend suggested my
present brand. They last foreverll You really

stand out in a crowd when you light

up one of these "bad-boys". ,Some people

ask, "what about the taste?" Well, it's

truly the impression factor that I'm after.

And the flavor!! Some girls say that it's the

barbecue aroma that attracts 'em!

I
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"... organization is the key word in this

desk set!"

/Wy room used to be a complete mess.

It always took me hours to find just any-

thing at all. That's when I got the idea for

this Hotdog Roll Desk Set Organizer No

room goes to waste in this little item.

This unit has features that will be wel-

come on just about any desk: paper-clip

bin, coin holder, stamp compartment and

memo holder, plus others. A handy little

devil, it almost stands up and says "Hey,

I'm organized!
I"

".
. . cafeteria meat loaf adds that look of

granite to your bookcase."

Yes, now you can impress your friends

with bookends that have that look of expen-

sive stone. But if you want to tell them that

those "nice looking bookends" are made

from meatloaf, go right ahead!! Afterall.

anyone can brighten that bland looking book-

case. All it takes is two pieces of meatloaf

and some epoxy glue, and viola! Instant

decor!!

Note: when assembled, bookends can be

spray-painted to suit personal tastes.

Mystery Meat sandwich saved my
life."

/ was walking back to the dorm one

night after ripping off a sandwich from

dinner. Passing by the gym, I heard the

sound of screechinn brakes. Turning around,

I saw a car wildly out of control, coming

toward me. I had nothing to protect myself

with expect my sandwich, which I im-

mediately unwrapped and pointed in the

direction of the oncoming car.

Thank goodness for that sandwich! I I

escaped uninjured, although the car suffered

superficial front end damage

All I can say is this food certainly is a

credit to the campus!!!

Story and photos

by Todd Willman

Cafeteria Feature 1
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, The Suitcase —

College Blues

TG.I.F. — THANK GOD /T'S FRIDAY/!!

Exhausted from a full week of demanding

academics, I fall in my room for a weekend
of relaxation, socializing with friends, and
for some personal solitude. As I gaze out

my window. I notice a strange occurrence

that seems to happen every Friday at approx-

imately the same time. I can tell something is

in the air while sitting in class: people twitch-

ing and squirming as the minute hand of the

wall clock ticks endlessly by. At 3:00 p.m..

students rush from classes to the dorms. At
3:20 p.m., back out again, students hurrying

from the dorms with a small square case with

a handle, or a plain shopping bag carrying

personal belongings. They jump into a four

wheel contraption and proceed to continue

the procession of motorized vehicles adding ^
to the already crammed highways. M
As I try to catch one of these maniac

runners to ask the question of "Why are you

going home", answers are whizzed by me.

Some of these answers I have collected in-

clude: going to see a boyfriend, girlfriend,

or fiance (whichever the case may be); doctor

and dentist appointments (every weekend?);

1 8 Suitcase — College Blues



jobs; and yes, even being homesick for l\/lom

and Dad. whom they only left five days ago.

There have been many explanations

brought about to help explain the "Suitcase

College Blues" that have fallen upon this

campus. One of the predominant answers

seems to be that there is nothing on week-

ends to entertain the students. There are a

few drinking places within walking distance

of Shepherdstown for those who don't have
the use of a modern convenience known as a

car. For those lucky ones who do, neighbor-

ing areas are within driving distance and may

yield desirable entertainment. Of course,

there is always the College Center— built for

the purpose of a gathering and meeting place

for the students of this campus.

As for me, I can sit back and enjoy my
personal solitude, and wait for the procession

of vehicles to return once again, with those

-

who will endure five more days of torture . . .

and pray for Friday to come real soon!

I

PEGI WELLS.



nOMMUTING: hassle, hassle, hassle!!!

Of the almost 2500 students that Shep-

herd enrolls, approximately 2/3's are com-

muters While dorm residents think they have

their share of problems, imagine the hassles

that the commuters must face every day.

Waking at the crack of dawn, the average

commuter faces a to-school drive of about

20 minutes, depending on the weather. Once

he enters campus, however, he goes thru the

process of finding a parking space It would

be a gross understatement to say that the

parking situation is inadequate — it is im-

possible! Precious minutes fly by as the com-

muter hunts and searches for that valuable

space. When found, he grabs his books and

dashes to class. The commuter is safe for a

while, but then comes the end of class and

the professor begins to make the assign-

ment Without realizing it, instructors often

assign homework that requires on-campus

study and research. Commuters often have

their daily routines planned to the minute

and one assignment may throw their sched-

ule off completely.

When out of class, the average commuter

retires to one of two places the Den or the

library. Both places offer friendly faces, con-

versation, and a place to study. The Den
offers a third commodity in the form of food.

Though not the connoisseur's delight (nor the

dieter's), the Den's cafeteria does offer a

variety of edibles.

With classes done, the commuter heads

for home, but his day is far from complete.

Many commuters have part-time or even full-

time jobs They spend their afternoons and

evenings at their various places of employ-

ment and then return home for more hours of

study. This is not to say that they have no

social life. They do. But if the majority

of commuters depended on the college for

entertainment they would be sorely disap-

pointed. The campus rarely plans social

events with the commuter in mind and this is

a major source of frustration.

Even with all these problems, commuters

do take a part in trying to solve these

problems. Most commuters belong to one or

more campus organizations. This year, the

Senate held elections for commuter repre-

sentatives with terrific success. Also,

there are now plans to create an Inter-

commuter Council to parallel the successful

Interdormitory Council. With these strides

taken, the problems of the commuter will be

revealed to the entire campus. And someday

maybe the problems will be alleviated. Until

then, the commuter shall carry on — hassle,

hassle, hassle.

>3! w

Overtime? A town policeman eyes a commuter's car

suspiciously

Taking a study-break, friends converse in the library.
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The Solvers

1976-77 SGA president Barry Mullane hands the

gavel to 1977-78 president, John Miller

Trying to establish policies, the Student Affairs

Committee met every Friday at 8 a.m. in the Administra-

tion Building

With its fair share of problems and

"pitfalls". Shepherd still manages to sur-

vive. The administration helps, but the

one salient feature that keeps the campus

going is the students. Getting involved is

relatively easy — all one has to do is

say "I will". There are many students who
do. These are THE SOLVERS: those who

see the problems and work to correct

them.

The STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
consists of three elected students, mem-
bers of the faculty, and administration re-

presentatives. It is chaired by George Auxt.

Dean of Student Affairs. The student mem-
bers this year were Andy Bowers, Joan

Aulabough (later replaced by Sue Feehan),

and Ed Gagen. Each worked intensely to

make the issues at hand feasible plans of ac-

tion. Primarily a policy-making group, SA.C.

is also a clearinghouse for non-academic

programs, ideas, and procedures.

Serving as a forum for dormitory-related

problems, the INTERDORMITORY COUN-
CIL is made up of representatives from

each dorm. The officers are elected campus-

wide. Pres. Jim Rehanik served in 1977,

22 Solvers



• The Solvers • The Solvers • The Solvers •
along with Vice-Pres. Terry Fabianich.

Secretary Karen Tomimatsu. and Treasurer

Carole King. The 24 member group recom-

mended various policy changes to SA C. and

also approved the appointment of those who

sat on the I.D.C. Judicial Board. Most

important, however, was it continued

sponsorship of two highly successful

events — Dark Side of the Moon and Winter

Carnival.

In 1977. the COLLEGE CENTER BOARD
was chaired by Pat Curley and advised by

Clinton Davis. Under their direction, the

Board sponsored Spring Weekend; nu-

merous discos; movies such as "Lady Sings

the Blues" and "Day of the Dolphin"; bowl-

ing tournaments; the Arts and Crafts Festi-

val; and a variety of student debates and

lectures. Other officers of the Board, ap-

pointed by SA.C, were John Hancock.

Chippee Coleman, Cathy Chapman, and

Karen Tomimatsu.

With Pres. Barry Mullane at the helm,

the STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA-
TION steered itself thru a year of smooth

sailing. S.GA. sponsored various successful

events including a Halloween masquerade

dance, a 50's dance, two College Day's for

underprivileged children, several student

mixers, and the Leadership Banquet. In ad-

dition, it sent Maria Bagerelle to the annual

Apple Blossom Festival in Winchester. Va.

S.GA. met every Wednesday. 4:30 p.m..

in the Rumsey Room. The room was usually

filled to capacity, as each campus organiza-

tion is allowed to send a Senator to re-

present it. The open forum dealt with a

wide variety of concerns: Homecoming;

food service; Who's Who selection; student

recognition; Drop-Add date; parking; com-

muter-dorm student relations; yearbook

financing; creative arts; etc. To each of

these. Pres. Mullane gave his attention, as

did the entire executive committee: Vice-

Pres. Marie Balias; Treas. Richard Donavan;

Secretary Carol Burke; and Parliamen-

tarian Diane Swain.

Though the meetings were often long

and drawn out. much was accomplished. It

is to this end that each senator and officer

put in hours of work and dedication. Having

been a long way with a longer way to go. the

S.GA. continued to be the students' govern-

ment . . . YOUR government!.'

I
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Another year thru, the S.GA. looks forward to the

new semester and its challenges.

With representatives from each dorm, the I.D.C. works

to improve dorm-related policies.

John Hancock. Dr. Schmidt, and Ed Gagen listen

intently during an SA .C. meeting.
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Plays and Personalities and Plays and Personalities and Plays

Jericho Harp; the National Shakespeare

Company: John Kolisch; the Fresk String

Quartet. These are only a few of the out-

standing artists that the Creative Arts and

Lecture Forum Committee brought to the

campus this year.

The Committee is the College's part of a

College/Community cooperative series It is

co-chaired by student Andy Bowers and pro-

fessor, Paul Saab Its chief aim is to bring to

Shepherd internationally known performers

in the arts, leading scholars, and prominent

specialists.

This year's increased programming of the

Series was presented in conjunction with the

Jefferson County Arts Committee, with

special funding from the West Virginia Arts

and Humanities Council.

The Series began September 13 with

mentalist John Kolisch Kolisch presented

the "Phenomena of the Mind", which was a

captivating exhibit of hypnosis and extra

sensory perception Internationally acclaimed

as a mentalist and known as the world's

fastest hypnotist, Kolisch has had over 25
years of experience as a lecturer, entertainer,

and professional consultant in the field of

hypnosis and E S P.

From New York, the National Shakespeare

Company was brought to recreate "A Come-

dy of Errors" on the stage of Reynolds Hall.

The Company has performed for audiences in

colleges and universities across the nation.

In addition to their nine month tour, N S C.

conducts an eight week theatre conservatory

each year in Woodstock, New York. Com-

pany co-founder and Artistic Director, Philip

Meister describes their twofold purpose as

"to bring the beauty and truth of Shake-

speare to young people who otherwise would

never see his plays done professionally, and

to give American actors an opportunity to

perform the classics."

In November, a group with an exceptional

ability for performing and the genius for

writing came in the form of Jericho Harp.

The contemporary guitarists, Thomas and

Schmidt, form the group and on stage in the

College Center the pair wove their separate

experiences in folk and rock into a style of

music that was both fresh and undefinable.

Following Jericho Harp was the Shake-

speare Film Festival, bringing two of Shake-

speare's monumental tragedies, "King Lear"

and "Hamlet", to the screen

The fall semester's finale was the Alpha

Omega Player's presentation of "A Man
For All Seasons", starring Robert Bolt. This

exciting play chronicled the final days of

Sir Thomas More, in the turbulent England of

"A comedy of Errors'
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Personalities

Plays and Personalities

Henry Vlll. More's efforts to retain botfi his

life and fiis integrity erupted on stage in a

display of brilliant language and stiarp wit

unequaled in modern drama

With the beginning of a new semester, the

Series brought "A MARK TWAIN MEDLEY"
to the stage of Reynolds Hall. This beautiful

production was a celebration of the warmth

and humor of turn-of-the-century America

through the eyes of our country's most re-

nowned story teller. Structured in a revue

form, with minimal demands on costumes

and scenery, "A Mark Twain Medley" creat-

ed the world of life along the Mississippi, or

in Injun Joe's cave, or in King Arthur's Court,

through dialogue and songs that were ex-

pressive of Twain's sardonic, free-wheeling

wit. Twain's opinions are voiced through his

own character creations who acted as tour

guides for this musical-dramatic excursion

through his America.

In February, two solo musicians presented

their varied talents. On the 17th, Carole

Sunday performed in a Ram's Den Coffee-

house. Ms. Sunday is an accomplished gui-

tarist and folk singer. A native of Atlanta, she

has appeared on the 'Today in Georgia"

show, as well as in concert with Harry Cha-

pin. Brewer and Shipley, and Ronnie Dove.

To Shepherd, Ms. Sunday brought her clearly

individual style and a smooth performance.

Later in the month, pianist John McCabe

presented a musical tour de force on the

stage of Reynolds Hall. McCabe has received

international acclaim for his compositions

and form. He is noted for the care with which

he chooses his repertoire as pianist, and his

work as composer gives his interpretations a

particular insight into the music he plays.

On Feb. 28th, Sally and Jack Jenkins

brightened the winter horizon with '"S Won-

derful, 'S Gershwin." This fast-paced, two

hour musical was a dazzling collision of

L
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and Plays and Personalities and Plays and Personalities and Plays.

Sally andJack Jenkins

sights and sounds. The Jenkins' adeptly

brought the genius of George Gershwin to

the stage—presenting artistic impressions of

the 20th Century as it painfully came of age.

From Sweden the Series brought the

Fresk String Quartet. This exceptionally mel-

low sounding ensemble was made up of four

talented musicians: Lars Fresk, violin; Hans-

Erik Westburg, violin; Lars Gunnar Bodin,

viola; and Per-Goran Skytt, cello. The group

studied individually at the Royal Academy of

Music in Stockholm and founded their

quartet in 1965.

Percussion— 70. a group of West Virginia

musicians, appeared f^arch 25 in the Ball-

room. Under the direction of Mr. Phil Faini of

the Music Division of West Virginia Universi-

ty, this ensemble performed on a variety of

percussion andAfrican instruments.

In April the Series brought the exceptional

talent of Robert Minford to the stage of

Reynolds Hall. In a performance that has

been described as "terrifying, intense, and

humorous", Minford portrayed the tortured

genius of Edgar Allen Poe. "Journey to Eldo-

rado" is a brilliant one-man play and is the

fulfillment of Minford's greatest desire,

"bringing the Poe story to the public."

The final event of the Series was the pre-

sentation of the West Virginia Symphonette.

Formed in 1969, the Symphonette is a

chamber orchestra, which provides the great-

est flexibility in programming requirements.

This ensemble has presented full-scale

classical concerts, pop programs, musical ac-

companiments for theatre, opera, and ballet,

and in addition provided a great range of

chamber music programs with soloists from

the orchestra under the direction of Dr.

Donald Portnoy. The event was a feast of

music-lovers of every kind.
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Leadership, citizenship, and scholarship—
these were the main characteristics which

the Who's Who Selection Committee sought

when choosing representatives to the Na-

tional Who's Who publication. The commit-

tee was faced with over ninety nominees

and the selection process was difficult in-

deed. Finally, the results were in, with twen-

ty-four outstanding Seniors having been se-

lected. They are: Joan L. Aulabaugh; Marie

Ballas; Eleanor E. Bussey; Richard B.

Chaney: Judith D. Cross; Julie D. Cummings;

Susan J. Davis; Heather L. Dern; Jennifer L.

Ditto; Terry J. Fabianich; Deborah L. Frey;

Cynthia G. Gano; John A. Hancock; Alice M.

Herman; Lynn J. Hizer; Susan D. Lamp;

Evelyn M. Landis; Linda A. Larsen; Cathy L.

McClung; David L. Plume; David R. Richard-

son; Corinne A. Van Gunten; Elizabeth L.

Walker; and Margaret L. Wells.

Contacting each of these was a difficult

task — none of the twenty-four ever seem to

slow down — but then that's expected of

Who's Who'ers. Some were never reached,

but for the most part we were able to

catch the majority and hold them down long

enough for an interview and a photograph.

These are the results.

"I'm just one of those people who likes to

be on the go — having things very hectic."

That is JOAN AULABAUGH WAUGH
speaking, and she means what she says. In

her four years at Shepherd she has participat-

ed in a wide variety of organizations. She has

been the president of Gardiner's House

Council. Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority, and

the 4-H Club. Joan has also participated in

Joan Waugh

Richard Chaney

the Exel program, one-act plays, and intra-

murals.

This year alone, Joan was a member of

SEA., Gardiner House Council, the 4-H

Club, and Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. She

also served on the Student Affairs Com-

mittee and the Judicial Board.

It is for all that involvement that Joan

feels she was chosen for Who's Who. Speak-

ing of the honor, she said, "It was a sur-

prise — a very pleasant surprise."

Joan, 22, is the daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Glenn R. Shindle of Martinsburg. She is

majoring in Elementary Education, specializ-

ing in Early Childhood Education.

Being involved at Shepherd has given

Joan a very good perception of the school.

She feels that Shepherd's most positive

quality is its small size.

"A student here still receives a bit of per-

sonal instruction, and they can get to know

other students better, and that makes Shep-

herd a very friendly place." saidJoan.

On the other hand, she feels that Shep-

herd's most negative aspect is the parking

situation.

In the future. Joan would like to be "an

understanding, co-operating, loving, and ex-

Interviews by Rodger

Moss; Diane Cella;

andJoy Nelson.
cellent school teacher." She also plans "to

be involved in community activities and to

raise a family."

"I didn't just want to go to school. I want-

ed some other outside activities." That is the

reason ELEONOR BUSSEY. daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. William C. Bussey, got involved at

Shepherd.

The 21 year old Home Economics major

lives in Charles Town, and is a member of

Kappa Omicron Phi; the Black Student

Union; and Elavoko Esanju sorority. Although

being selected a Who's Who representative

came as a great honor to Eleonor. it also

name as a great surprise.

Eleonor plans to teach Home Economics

when she graduates.

"It's not my nature not to be involved."

says RICHARD CHANEY. "I've always felt

that if people weren't happy with the way

things are. they should try to change them,

instead ofjust talking about it.

"

Richard is twenty one years old and a

native of Silver Spring. Md. He has played on

the varsity football team for four years.

Richard is currently the treasurer of PhiAlpha

Theta. and is a former president of Moose

fraternity. A Dean's List student, he was
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Susan Davis

asked recently to read a paper at the Re-

gional Conference of PhiAlpha Theta.

Richard plans to attend West Virginia

University of Law School, and would like to

deal with the legal aspect of professional

athletics.

After four years at Shepherd. Richard

feels that the school's most positive quality

is its people.

"They're what makes Shepherd College

what it is." he said.

JULIE CUMMINGS. the daughter of t^r.

and Mrs. Earl D. Cummings. is a History

major with a minor in Political Science. She

plans to attend graduate school within the

next two years.

Julie lives in Woodbridge. Va. She is a

member of Psi Beta Beta sorority; Phi Alpha

Theta; and was captain of the Pom Pom
Squad for three consecutive years. Continu-

ing in this line of interest, she is auditioning

for the Redskinettes in the spring.

Along with being a Who's Who represen-

tative she was voted a McMurran Scholar

and also received the Outstanding Senior

Award in History. Julie was surprised at

being recognized by the Who's Who Selec-

tion Committee, even though she has main-

tained a 3.6 average along with being very

involved on campus.

"It was easy for me to become so involved

in college because I was always very active

in high school."

SUSAN DAVIS would one day like to

teach elementary physical education, pursue

a Master's degree in Special Education, and
"possibly coach a high school team."

If this seems like a lot for one person,

it is. But not for Susan. She is used to being

active.

With an Education major in Physical

Education and Health, Susan is always on the

go. She is a member of both the Varsity

Volleyball team and Varsity Basketball team.

She has often participated in intramurals.

In addition. Susan has taken part in the

one-act plays and is a sister of Alpha

Sigma Tau sorority. She was awarded as

"Top Tau" in the sorority, which is equi-

valent to Best Pledge. A Dean's List

student. Susan serves in both the P.E.

Majors Club and the Intramural Rules Com-

mittee. Obviously, she was chosen by Who's

Who for her involvement.

Susan says, "I'm not a sit around person.

I've always been active in something."

Susan is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Roy B. Davis of Martinsburg. She is 22.

Of Shepherd, Susan regrets that "some

departments have a lack of qualified profes-

sors . . . that is. those qualified to teach

others." Never-the-less. she likes Shepherd.

"The best thing about Shepherd is the

people. The students are very friendly and

very easy to get along with."

With plans to enter Law School at Wash-

ington and Lee University. HEATHER DERN
lives by the philosophy that "setting a goal in

life tends to help one get involved in life."

Heather is a Political Science major with

a minor in History. She is a member of the

Political Science Association and of the

honorary history fraternity. Phi Alpha Theta.

Heather has reaped various awards during

her years at Shepherd, including Outstand-

ing Senior in Political Science; the Turner

Scholarship; and the Hafer Memorial Award.

Her selection to Who's Who "wasn't totally

a surprise, but being chosen is never some-

thing one can count on before hand," said

Heather. She feels that having been involved

in college activities while keeping her high

scholastic average helped her in being

selected.

The 22 year old resident of Shepherds-

town views the college's most positive as-

pect as its teachers; "they really seem to

Jenny Ditto

Heattier Dern

care." On the other hand, though she feels

that "too much conservatism on the part of

the administration" tends to work against the

college.

Heather is the daughter of Ernest and

Doris Dern of Shepherdstown.

JENNIFER LYNN DITTO, 21 year old

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon L. Rankin,

hails from Berkeley Springs. She is an Ele-

mentary Education major in the field of Math.

Jenny's extracurricular activities include

N.EA., S.N.EA., W.V.EA., Kappa Delta Pi.

and Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. She has

tutored students in Physical Science. Math,

and English, but has found ample time to

study enough for the Dean's List.

"Selection to Who's Who came as a

pleasant surprise to me, one which I will not

soon forget." Jenny replied. She does feel

that Shepherd's negative qualities are limit-

ed, but that "not offering classes as often as

they're needed" seems to be the greatest dif-

ficulty. Jenny is proud to be graduating from

Shepherd because she belives that it is one

of the leading colleges in West Va.. primarily

due to its high academic requirements.

Actively participating in matters that will

help others is highly characteristic of Jenny.

She would like to be married and to teach

very soon, and the latter is exemplified by her

desire "to help students develop the skills

which will allow them to realize their

potentials."

TERRY FABIANICH is the 21 year old
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daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fabianich,

of Weirton, W Va. Terry is a Social Welfare

major.

While at Shepherd, Terry has been in-

volved in numerous campus organizations

and activities: Shaw Hall House Council;

Inter-Dorm Council: Inter-Dorm Judicial

Board: Student Government Assoc: Student

Senate Judicial Board: Resident Assistant for

Shaw Hall: and RA. Coordinator. She has al-

so served on the Commencement Commit-

tee, the Committee on Dorm Policy, and has

held an internship at Juvenile Services in

Maryland.

Despite her very active schedule, Terry has

managed to be named a McMurran Scholar.

As for her selection to Who's Who, Terry said

that she hopes she was chosen not on the

basis of her GPA , but rather through partici-

pation in the school. Her selection, at any

rate, came as an honor which she did not

expect.

"An administration which is open to the

student's viewpoints and ideas," Terry

belives, is Shepherd's most positive quality,

while its negative aspects are inherent with

the fact that "because it is a small college

with a limited number of faculty members in

each department, the student is often unable

to accrue a broad perspective in his field."

Upon graduation, Terry hopes either to

secure a job as a juvenile counselor or social

worker, or possibly even to continue her

education by attending graduate school. In

conclusion, Terry summarized her position,

"Because my interest lies in helping adole-

scents in the juvenile justice system, my life

goal is to attend law school in hopes that I

will be in a better position to defend the

rights ofjuveniles."

DEB FREY is 22, and originally from

Dover, Pa. She is a Comprehensive Art Ed-

ucation major and plans to teach art in the

public school system. She would like to give

Terry Fabianich

Cindy Gano

private lessons also, if possible. After grad-

uation from high school. Deb was an ex-

change student with the American Field Ser-

vice, and went to Malaysia. She attended

school there and lived with a Moslem family

for three months. Deb is active on campus.

She is a member of numerous organizations,

including Creative Arts and Lecture Forum

Committee, the NA.EA., S EA., N.EA., and

was an RA . Coordinator for Turner Hall.

Although Deb enjoys the social aspect of

college life, she says, "I think of myself as

basically a serious minded student."

Athletics play a big part in CINDY
GANO'S life. The Physical Education major

is from Charles Town, West Va. and is 21

years old. She would like to teach P.E. or

Health and Safety in either elementary or

secondary schools. Because of her athletic

ability, she was voted Best Cheerleader in

the W.V.IAC.
Cindy is a member of the S.N.EA., the

Association of Health and P.E., Phi Epsilon

Kappa, and former treasurer of Psi Beta

Beta sorority. Cindy supports Shepherd's

athletic department, but says, "Although

Shepherd has good athletic teams and good

coaches, they lack adequate facilities for

them due to lack of funds.

"

Academically, she feels that "the friend-

liness of the small campus, and more per-

sonalized attention in the classroom is

beneficial to everyone."

Getting involved seems to come naturally

to Cindy.

"If I just sit back, I have no right to

complain: that's why I get involved in school

activities."

"I want to be involved! At the time, col-

lege is my life and I want to make the most

of it"

Those are the words of ALICE HERMAN,
22, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Herman

of Weirton, W.Va.

Alice has always been active at Shep-

herd. She is a sister of Delta Zeta sorority

and a member of the Social Welfare Club.

Prior to this year she was an RA. and a

member of the Pom Pom squad. Alice has

participated in a social welfare public intern-

ship in Charleston and attended the W.Va.

Social Welfare Conference as a member of

NA.S.W.

For her active role at Shepherd and for

her scholastic achievements, Alice has

received numerous awards and honors. A
Dean's List student, she has received three

scholarships: Turner: Turner-Bededun: and

the Turner-Cooper. Being selected for Who's

Who was still another honor for Alice, yet

one that came as a bit of a surprise.

Alice likes Shepherd, especially its

"friendly people", but points out that it

does have its drawbacks.

"The library is Shepherd's most negative

aspect. It is a poor source of information

on most anything."

In the future, Alice plans to do graduate

work and to then go on to a career in

social services.

A member of MENC, the German Club,

Choir, Marching Rams, Student N.EA., and
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Alice Herman

numerous other musical organizations:

teaching privately in Shepherdstown and

Hagerstown: studying French on indepen-

dent study: and travelling. These are the

qualifications of LYNN HIZER — Music

major and Who's Who candidate.

Lynn hails from Martinsburg and is the

daughter of Charles and Elizabeth Hizer.

When asked vjhy she became so involved

on campus. Lynn replied,

"My love and dedication for my work

made me strive for excellence.

"

And excellence she has achieved. Lynn

is a McMurran Scholar, a candidate for the

Danforth Fellowship, and was chosen the

Outstanding Senior in Music for 1977. In

the future she would like to earn her PhD,

travel and study in Europe, eventually obtain

a college teaching position. Though her

selection to Who's Who came as a surprise,

Lynn feels that academic achievements and
her many activities were key to her being

chosen.

As for Shepherd, Lynn regrets that the

college lacks any great emphasis on the fine

arts and related studies. As a Music major

she feels the need deeply. However, she

feels that Shepherd has its good points,

mainly its size.

"The small campus makes student-

professor relationships possible," said Lynn.

Lynn is 22 and will be getting a teach-

ing degree for music in secondary education.

DIANE LAMP was surprise by her

selection to Who's Who.
"I didn't think I was as involved in

campus activities as one must be to be
chosen."

Diane is modest, for she has managed

not only to be involved, but also to

excel in academics. She is a member of

Kappa Delta Pi. SEA., the Communica-

tions Committee of S EA., and the EXEL

program. In addition, she is a McMurran

Scholar: has twice received the Class

Scholarship Award: and was chosen Out-

standing Senior in Elementary Education.

Speaking of her involvement. Diane says.

"As an elementary education major. I have

been taught that students learn more

and learn quicker through active partici-

pation. I feel that applies to everyone,

regardless of age.

"

Diane plans to get a job teaching in

the primary grades, preferably in the state

of West Va. She also desires to travel

throughout the United States.

Diane hails from Shepherdstown and is

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Lamp.

Her major is Elementary Education in the

field of Social Studies.

When asked what she felt Shepherd's

most positive quality is. Diane said it

was the "genuine concern and interest in

students by most of the professors." She

feels its most negative quality is the "Lack

of coordination of activities between dorm

and commuting students."

EVELYN LANDIS is the 20 year old

daughter of Mrs. Betty Landis of Augusta.

W.Va. She is majoring in Elementary Ed-

ucation, with a specialization in language

arts. She holds membership in the W.V.EA ..

S.N.EA.. N.EA.. Kappa Delta Pi. and is

a past choir member.

Additional activities include tutoring in

Physical Science and English Literature:

Shaw Hall Desk Assistant: the 1975-76

Homecoming Committee: Student Recogni-

tion Day Committee (1976-77): and partici-

pation in dramatic productions. Regardless of

Lynn Hizer

this time-consuming schedule. Evelyn has re-

tained a high grade point average and has

been recently named as a McMurran Scholar.

Evelyn doesn't really know why she was

chosen, but she adds that "maybe the

school knows I'm trying in my academic ac-

complishments and activities. " She was both

pleasantly surprised and honored by her

selection.

"Teachers here are exceptionally qualified

for a small college." she related in reference

to her feeling on Shepherd's most positive

aspect. Evelyn feels that the greatest

drawback here is the color of the campus.

'The sameness of building decors is

very sad. and the architectural design is

boring.

"

Involvement in school for Evelyn is a

reality because she is not the average

student who will sit back and complain, but

she would rather work with faulty situations

in an attempt to correct them.

Evelyn Landis

Diane Lamp
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"Wherever I've been, I like to have

made an improvement — however small,"

she said.

The major goals in life for Evelyn in-

clude getting married, and 'to be the kind

of teacher who makes education a fun

and worthwhile experience.

"

"I wanted to get involved in Shepherd's

activities because I wanted to meet new

people, and through them, I can learn

about life and the world in general."

This is the main reason that LINDA

LARSEN, daughter of Dr and Mrs. Charles

Larsen, believes she was chosen as a Who's

Who representative. Her many activities in-

clude Senior Class Treasurer, local and

state Treasurer of the SEA., member of

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority, secretary of

N.P.C., and various athletic activities.

Linda comes from Berlin, NJ., and her

plans for the future include teaching

kindergarten , if jobs are open. If not, she

would like to start her own nursery

school.

CATHY McCLUNG, 22, is the daughter of

Mr. Warren Neal of Kessler, W.Va. and is

majoring in Social Welfare

She had held membership in the Inter-

Varsity Christian Fellowship, serving as its

Vice-President two years: and in 1975-

76 she was the Social Chairman for Shaw
Hall. Cathy has tutored English, Social

Studies and Social Welfare courses for

two years, and is currently an RA. of

Shaw Hall. She has been included on the

Dean's List of honor students for four

semesters.

Cathy was greatly surprised when in-

formed that she had been chosen for

Who's Who, mainly because "I didn't feel

that I had been that involved in campus

social activities." She feels that the faculty

and staff, together with the small-town

atmosphere, rate as Shepherd's most

pleasing qualities.

"Some of the school's priorities are

not placed in the proper perspective," ac-

cording to Cathy. She explained her posi-

tion with reference to "the placing of the

Ram which overlooks the football field

instead of putting up lights." Cathy also

believes that Shepherd is somewhat con-

servative.

BETSY WALKER is from Charles Town,

W.Va. and she carries a double major of

English and Math. Besides being a Who's

Who representative, she is also a McMur-

ran Scholar. She is a former president

of Psi Beta Beta sorority, and captain

of the Cheerleading Squad. She feels she

was probably chosen by the Who's Who
Selection Committee because of her aca-

demic standing.

Betsy has always liked helping and work-

ing with people. She feels this is one

of the reasons why she has become so

involved at Shepherd.

When asked her views of Shepherd,

Betsy replied. "Shepherd is a very friend-

ly college, and has all the advantages

of a small school, especially getting to

know almost everyone on campus. But, I

think one of the major disadvantages is

the lack of social activities.

"

When Betsy graduates she plans to teach

either English or Math in a secondary

school.

Never one to "sit back". PEGI WELLS
has always needed to be involved.

Linda Larsen

Cathy McClung

"I guess it is more of an outlet for

me. I hate to have people complain and

yet they don't try to remedy the situation

with different and innovative ideas. So I

just try to help in all I do and try to

lessen the complaints."

"Try" is an understatement. Pegi has

been involved in just about every facet

of Shepherd. In 1977 alone she was the

Editor of the Picket: Senior Class Vice-

President: Contestant Coordinator of the

Miss Shepherd College Pageant (for the

third year), and a sister of Delta Zeta

sorority.

Other than Who's Who. Pegi has wrapped

up numerous honors such as being a Dean's

List student. Sweetheart of Theta Xi fra-

ternity, recipient of Delta Zeta's Out-

standing Campus Leader Award, and a

Homecoming Court nominee in 1977. Pegi

feels that these extra-curricular activities

helped in getting her selected, but added

that "maintaining a good average" didn't

hurt either.

When asked what she felt was Shepherd's

most positive quality. Pegi replied that is

was "the friendliness of the students on

campus. People always say "hi"!"

She feels however that the students do

lack motivation when it comes to partici-

pation in organizations.

Pegi hails from Fairfax. Va. and is the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wells.

She is majoring in Business Administration

with a minor in Journalism. Pegi plans a

career in Public Relations.
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Journey to the Dark Side of the Moon
On September 24, 25, and 26, various

Shepherd astronauts loosened their seat

belts, sat back and relaxed for A JOURNEY
TO THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON. The

adventurous bout into space was sponsored

by the Inter-Dormitory Council. This Phase

II journey was a sure happening from last

year's flight success, and continued to pro-

vide adventures on every imaginable planet.

The starship landed on the tippy-top

of George Washington National Forrest, near

Harrisonburg, Va. Campsites of every shape

and kind were provided: "Close to the Edge",

"Strange Universe", and "Gateway to the

Universe". Along with the "dark side" came

the slowly turning greens, browns and reds

of autumn, and the whites and grays, and

eventually, the black of thunder clouds

surrounding the camping area.

As with all adventures, the campers were

only heightened by the excessive rain on

their flight. "They suffer through the bad

in order to enjoy the good, and it's nothing

unusual . . . it's just life."

Consequently the "life" that the flight

attenders were rocketed into was a weekend

full of amusement. The feature bands of

this camping weekend were "Buck Packard",

"Easy Duz It", and "MMB" — all Bluegrass

and Rock specialists, insuring Higher

Celestral Times.

If one was more tuned into the rough

atmosphere on top of the world, as the place

seemed to be, hiking, canoeing, fishing, and

kite flying were all available.

Preparing for the flight back (destination

Shepherd College), each took a piece of that

mountain as a memory, and left a part of

himself behind.

So the party that lasted all weekend

was a success and we can only look forward

to more fun next year as we hope for a third

lift-off of another Journey to the Dark Side

of the Moon.

LYNDA SHEPPARD.

The dawn of a new day brings another band, another

flight, another good time.

Getting in gear takes plenty of gear — camping gear,

that is. Presto! all the comforts of home!
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Homecoming: America the Meiting Pot

Any big event needs a lot of planning and

preparation, which in turn brings an assort-

ment of problems and small obstacles which

must be overcome. This fact was true in the

planning of Homecoming 1976 here at

Shepherd College. Although there were the

usual problems (and a few unusual ones

too!), the entire weekend, carrying the theme

"America the Melting Pot", was a boiling

success.

The activities began on Friday, Oct. 75,

at 4 p.m. in the Thacher Hall parking lot,

with a car rally. I^oney prizes were awarded

to the winners: first prize, $20; second, $10,

and third, $5. The turnout of the rally was

fantastic. Participating were the most easy-

going of the Sunday drivers and the fastest

of the hot-rodders. All had a fun-cruisin' time.

Later in the evening, around 8 p.m., there

was a dance in the Rams' Den which

featured casual attire (bluejeans everybody!)

and a band called "Razmus". The Pub and a

station in the Den sold beer and an assort-

ment of snacks for those with a mild case of

the munchies. The dance ended at midnight,

but the activities for the evening were not

finished yet. The Ballroom was the setting

for a "Friday-Nite-at-the-Movies", (except for

the popcorn). The movie shown was "Cooley

High". Even though the ending was sad,

with the star being killed, all the viewers

^

seemed to thoroughly enjoy the flick.

Saturday began with a special priced

breakfast in the Den and the traditional

l^idway with booths displaying food, games
and fun. Trophies were awarded to the best

booths, all of which were operated by on-

I campus organizations.

' Lunch featured an outside Chicken Bar-

|!
B-Q in front of the cafeteria. The greasy faces

and fingers following were evidence enough
' that everyone thought the specially prepared

meal to be delicious.

At 1:30 p.m , the Shepherd Rams and the

West Liberty Hilltoppers ran onto the foot-

ball field. West Liberty was defeated, 1 7-0,

after an extremely tense, exciting game. This

win for the Rams boosted their record to 6
and 1 . Rick Kingsberry and Wayne Wilson,

with 1 1 and 6 points respectively, were the

big scorers of the game.

The halftime show of the game featured

the Band Fanfare and the coronation of the

1976 Homecoming Queen. Choosing the

queen was a long process but the votes of

the students amounted to the crowning of

Miss Beth Carleton. Making up her court

were Pam Baird, Carol Burke, Tamara "Chip-

pee" Coleman, Alice Vollmer. and Terry

Fabianich. The selection of the queen and

her court was done through a series of pre-

liminary student body votings. First the

voting was done to establish who would run

for queen. There were 14 young women
nominated to represent the dorms and

organizations on campus. Next, 8 of these

nominees were eliminated to leave 6 finalists.

From these finalists, through more voting,

the queen was chosen; the remaining five

finalists composing the court.

Everything was to slow down to a quiet

hustle-bustle as everyone primped and

fussed over themselves for the big dance,

which was to begin at 8 p.m. sharp, in the

Den. The featured band was a popular

favorite, "Crosswinds". The band proved to

be very good, judging from the consistently

crowded dance floor.

The night ended with sandwiches and

coffee being sold after the dance and the

spirits of all satisfied.

Sunday brought the weekend activities

to a close. Cartoons and a double matinee

featuring the beloved Pink Panther and the

unforgettable Marx Brothers were shown

in the Pub.

The entire weekend proved to be one

worth waiting for and now one definitely

worth remembering. It was a time that we
wish could have lasted longer, but since it

couldn't, let's all look forward to future good
Benchwarming isn't always done by the players Vickie

times and many more Homecomings. Brown. Cindy Cano. and Missy Chambers watch the

CA RLA J. WHITE. game from a prize position.

Shepherd alumnae sign up at the Midway and get some
tips on finding more good times.





The 1976

Homecoming

Terry

Fabianich
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Halloween
One had his choice of fun and costumes

when joining in the fun of Halloween. To

start the weekend off, members of the

faculty and staff attired themselves with

wickedly wonderful costumes; Spider Man.

Dracula. and RaggedyAnn were all seen.

Later in the afternoon the SGA sponsored

a hayride. Partyers jumped onto the wagons,

only to find themselves rolling down spooky

Scrabble Road. Here the bash began with

beer-drinking and ballard-singing of every

kind. A hay fight erupted, and cries of

"watch my beer" and "hold on tight" were

heard.

A dance later that evening proved to be a

real success. No one could enter without a

costume. Prizes were awarded to creatures

and jokesters of every kind. Not only was

the dance a blast, but the people attending

were a little crazy tool The laughs were a

mile a minute and so was the fun!//

LYNDA SHEPPARD

Friendly fangs?? Probably. The vampire here is Pro-

fessor Smith.

A Halloween Hayride partyer? Maybe, but Bess is

probably Just along for the ride, as is Tia Butts.

Ballardeer Speed DiSiarnt tries to keep warm while

his teeth chatter . . . all a part of the hayride fun.

Who's that Ram with the Playboy Bunny? Never-

mind, it's just a few of the staff in their not-so-usual

attire.
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Christmas
Lighted evergreens. Carols. Doors with all

the trimmings. These are the signs of the

times: CHRISTMAS!II

At Shepherd. Christmas is celebrated both

intimately and collectively. In the women's
dorms, "Pixies" are chosen — each girl play-

ing a hide-and-seek game with her Pixie

gifts. Then in a full scale dorm party. Pixies

are revealed along with decoration awards

for "Best Wing" and "Best Door". Talent,

either serious or hilarious, is then presented

to further liven the evening.

In the men's dorms. Yuletide activities

range from singing carols, to playing pranks,

to inbibing in some Christmas "spirits."

Whatever the means of celebration.

Christmas at Shepherd means joy! Merry

Christmas to all and to all a good night!!!

Adding the crowning touch, Sandy Reeves helps

decorate the Christmas tree in Turner Hall.





Roland Beauford and Big Dave

Jackson style out for a little Casino

gambling

With a roll of tfie dice, Maureen

O'Connell sfioots for that lucky 7

"Oh my God!!!", is written on the

face of John Forbes Could he and

partner Rick Kingsberry be losing?

Winter Carnival
With a helping hand from Mother Nature,

this year's Winter Carnival was truly a winter

carnival. The sub-zero weather and leftover

snow turned Shepherd into a winter wonder-

land and set the mood for a weekend of good

times.

The festivities, arranged by Branson

Brown and the Winter Carnival committee,

began Friday night with a special roast

beef dinner in the cafeteria. But the evening

did not end there! Later was the Winter

Carnival dance featuring Long Time Comin'.

The music was excellent and the dress-up

atmosphere made the dance refreshing and

fun. Despite the crowding, everyone seemed

to enjoy themselves. After the dance every-

one was invited upstairs to watch the

scheduled movie, "The Eiger Sanction".

Even though the show started at such a late

hour ( 1 am), attendance was heavy.

Saturday there were several choices

of how to spend the day. Those who didn't

wish to bear the elements stayed in the

Student Center and took advantage of half-

price day. All game room activities were

open and many found in lowered prices a

nice incentive to play in our barely used

facilities.

If you were outdoor-minded, there was

something for you. Started this year was

the first annual foot rally. Joan Wilson,

who organized and ran the rally, awarded

prizes to the Gardiner Hall team for the

women's dorm and to Kenamond Hall for the

men's dorm. The prize was a gift certificate

to Shakey's Pizza in Martinsburg. After the

foot rally many went down to the C&O
Canal on an old fashioned hayride. The

horses had been replaced by a tractor but

the back was still full of people. The first

stop of the hayride was the skating "rink",

of the canal. Many people brought their

skates — or just their shoes — and slipped

and slid on the ice. To take the chill off,

there were a couple of fires on the side.

After thawing out and dressing up came

the main event of Winter Carnival — the

CASINO. Each person was given $2000
and the money flowed. The tables ranged

from bingo to blackjack and on to craps

and seven-ups. As one walked in, one

could go to the excitement of the 7-up

table or sit and relax with a game of

bingo (for only $100). Our cheerleaders

provided excellent service as people were

bitten by the gambling bug. As the night

went on, the stakes went up and shouts of

joy could be heard as someone who had

$2000 on the 4 to 1 spot hit seven, or as

everyone at the blackjack table beat the

dealer. At 10:30 the auction began. With

their money at hand everyone had the bids

up in the thousands in moments. Some of

the things auctioned were gift certificates,

socks, a harmonica, and many more things.

The bigger prizes included passes to Charles-

town races and dinners at Emerson's and

Southe Mountain Inn. All in all there were

over $1000 in prizes given away. The South

Mountain Inn passes, worth $40, were won

by Mike Daye and Bruce Widdows with a

mere $90,000.

This year's Winter Carnival was some-

thing that the entire student body enjoyed—
dorm students and commuters alike. Those

people who made it possible — the chair-

men of the committee, Branson Brown and

Barry Mullane — all deserve a loud thanks

from Shepherd College. A great hand also

goes to those who helped out on the events

and made such a great weekend better!!!
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Settling in for the evening, Connie Light-

ner is surprised by the photographer's

The sounds of "Long Time Comin'" left

few seated, but all pleasantly exhausted.

You won't find this meal on the cafeteria

menu. Diners enjoyed the fare of steak

and salad.

Founder's Day
Shepherd College was founded on Feb.

27, 1872. and that event was commemo-
rated with the annual Founder's Day Ball.

This year the dance was held on Saturday,

Feb. 25

The College Center Board sponsored the

event. Chippee Coleman. Special Events

chairperson of the Shepherd College Center,

was in charge of the event and was "ex-

tremely enthusiastic about the occasion."

The music for the dance was provided by

the band "Long Time Comin'." According to

Chippee, "the band was great, no matter if

you were a dancer or just preferred to sit

and listen."

The semi-formal dance was held at the

Lee Jackson Motor Inn in Winchester, Va.

Dinner began at 6:30 and the dancing

started at 9 and ended until 1 . It was a

pleasantly exhausting evening.

Pictures were taken for remembrance

of the occasion. The cost was $5.00 for the

portraits.

The dinner was steak. (Yes. a real steak!)

Also, for those who indulged, it was Bring

Your Own Bottle.

Tickets were sold for a total of $14 per

couple. Most agreed that the cost was well

worth the good time had by all!!!
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Miss Shepherd

College Pageant
One of the top 5 finalists, Loretta Boyer stiines in tfie

evening gown competition Loretta represented ttie

Ceograptiy Department.

"And tfie 1977 Miss Shepherd College is . . . Karen

Kelleher, " announced host Jerry Smith. Julie Harris

embraces the joyous winner.

Lights! Camera! Action! Once again

twenty-seven Sheptierd College female

students competed for the crown of Miss

Shepherd College of 1977-78. The contes-

tants were sponsored by on and off campus

organizations. They were judged in different

categories.

The first category was a five minute

individual interview with the judges. Through

the interview the judges gained insight into

the girl's personality and intellect. This

interview took place two days before the

night of the pageant.

The next category occurred on the night

of the pageant, April 4. The girls were

judged on their poise and grace as they

modeled three outfits. The first outfit was

a dress of the contestant's choice. The

second outfit was a swim suit. The last

outfit was an evening gown.

The scores were then tabulated and the

top five contestants with the highest scores

were announced as the finalists. They were

Karen Kelleher, Sally Brown, Sharon Lynn

Ambrose, Meg Miller, and Loretta Boyer.

These five contestants remodeled both swim

suit and evening gown. They were then asked

an impromtu question in front of the audi-

ence and the judges. The judges then made
their final tabulation, announcing second

runner-up Miss Psi Beta Beta, Sally Brown.

Sally is a sophomore majoring in Business

Education and is a resident of Catonsville,

Md. Next, first runner-up was announced as

Miss Social Science, Sharon Lynn Ambrose.

Sharon Lynn is a freshman majoring in

Physical Education and is a resident of

Shepherdstown. The audience became

hushed with anticipation . . . Miss Shepherd

College of 1977-78 . . . Miss Education,

KAREN KELLEHER!! Karen was crowned

by former Miss Shepherd College of

1976-77. Julie Harris. Karen is from Sheno-

rack, N.Y. and is the daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Dennis P. Kelleher. She is a 19 year old

sophomore majoring in Elementary Educa-

tion. She is also a member of Psi Beta Beta

sorority.

Karen was the fourth finalist named out

of the five. After remodeling both swim suit

and evening gown, she answered the

impromtu question, "What are the character-

istics of an ideal friend?" With a brief pause,

she answered that the friend should be

"honest, sincere and sweet to me. and expect

me to return the same. With that, all

obstacles can be overcome."

Karen will now go on to the Miss West

Virginia Pageant planned for sometime in

October.

The contestants sponsored by on campus

Smiling triumphantly, Karen is crowned by President

Butcher and surrounded by the other 4 finalists: Meg
Miller; second runner-up Sally Brown: first runner-up

Sharon Lynn Ambrose: and Loretta Boyer.
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organizations included: Tina Fawley, Miss

Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pam l\Aoseman, Miss

Turner Hail; Pam Anderson, Miss Journalism;

Kim Otterson. Miss Thatcher Hall; Cheri

Guren, Miss Delta Zeta; Cindy Wiser, Miss

Phi Sigma Epsilon; Daisey Taylor. Miss Black

Student Union; Karen Wyatt, Miss Shaw
Hall; Necie Davis, Miss Elavoka Esanju;

Betsy Mathews, Miss Student Government;

Donna Null, Miss Gardiner Hall; Ruth Wil-

liams, Miss Sapher Club; Michelle Watkins,

Miss Phi Gamma Nu; Sue Barret, Miss Miller

Hall; Caria White, Miss Alpha Rho Epsilon;

Meg Miller, Miss Boteler Hall.

The off campus sponsorships included:

Sherry Smith, Cathy Murphy, Tia Butts,

Cheryl Mullican, Dena Wilkenson, Loretta

Boyer, Sharon Lynn Ambrose, andJudy Kep-

ler.

A reception was held in the Shepherd

Room immediately following the pageant, in

honor of the new Miss Shepherd College and

her court, contestants and invited guests.

Washington Redskins' Jerry Smith was

the Master of Ceremonies for the pageant.

Smith, one of the top receivers in the Nation-

al Football League, is second only to team-

mate Charlie Taylor in the NFL scoring race

among tight ends.

The pageant is sponsored by Theta Xi

fraternity. This year's Pageant Director

was Jeff Phipps, with Production Director

Mr. Paul Saab. Miss Pegi Wells was the

Contestant Coordinator for the second year.

Host Jerry Smith questions Karen Keileher. while Sally

Brown waits in the foreground.

Miss Congeniality and a top 5 contestant, Sharon Lynn
Ambrose parades before the Judges.



Commencement
After years of work, discipline, and some

play. May 14tti was a welcome day for the

graduates of 1977.

The warm spring day began with the

President's Reception at Popidicon, where

graduates and their parents mingled with

staff and faculty members.

Later, the afternoon was highlighted by

the commencement exercises. Some 360
graduates listened attentively to the address

of Dr. Perry E. Gresham, holder of 15 Doc-

torate Degrees and president emeritus of

Bethany College. Friends, relatives and other

onlookers filled the college stadium to

capacity.

Dr. Gresham gave a captivating address,

stressing that "education is a privilege . . .

1 never put a man down for what he knows,"

I he said.

Following the exercises, a ceremony was
held, dedicating the library to Dr. Ruth Scar-

borough, professor emeritus of history from

1936-66.

The day ended with good-byes, a few
tears, and many smiles.



What Happened in 1976-77

by Joy Nelson

I have some good news and some bad . . .

That could very well describe the year of

1976-77. Well, whether one considers it one

of our worst or one of our best years, it

certainly wasn't a boring time! Here is a

capsulized look at 1976-77 . .

.

. . in politics . .

.

r
Election year . . . Both Jimmy Carter and

Jerry Ford managed to seduce us into listen-

ing to them say nothing in three different de-

bates . . . Georgia governor Jimmy "Smiley"

Carter became our new President and long

live the peanut . . . Elizabeth Ray, congres-

sional "secretary" to Congressman Wayne
Hayes, blew the cover off Pandora's Box and

out popped the Washington Sex Scandals,

which can be summed up in her famous

statement. "I can't write; I can't type; I

can't even answer the telephone" . . . Our

illustrious CIA 's reputation was a bit tarnish-

ed this year . . . Secretary of Agriculture Earl

Butz caused a storm of controversy with

his prejudiced-tinged remark . . . President

Carter pardoned the Vietnam draft resisters.

. . in sports . .

.

r
'76 Olympics . . . Nadia Comaneci, gymnast,

was judged perfect, the first gymnast to do

so in Olympic history . . . Bruce Jenner won
the decathlon . . . The much publicized match

between Japanese fighterAntionio Inoke and

Muhammand AH was declared a "draw" . . .

Renee Richard, transsexual tennis player,

failed to be allowed to compete in the U.S.

Open Championship.

. . ttie people . .

.

Patty Hearst was sentenced to seven years

and released on $1 .5 million bail . . . Lynette

(Squeaky) Fromme and Sara Jane Moore
each tried their hands unsuccessfully at

shooting President Ford . . . Gary Gilmore,

convicted murderer, requested to die and the

State of Utah complied with a firing squad,

making Gilmore the first person to be execut-

ed since 1967 . . . We finally found Howard
Hughes, when the billionaire died a lonely old

man . . . Claudine Longet. singer, was con-

victed of negligent homicide and received a

stiff 30 day sentence and a two year pro-

bation . . . Larry Flint, publisher of Hustler

magazine, tested the extent of the First

Admendment freedoms and lost with a seven

to twenty-five year jail sentence and

$11 ,000 in fines when he was found guilty

on obscenity and organized crime charges in

Cincinnati . . . The world wondered at the ac-

tivities of Uganda's Idi Amin — the new
Hitler? . . . Freddie Prinz, star of "Chico and

the Man", committed suicide and made us

reflect on the "price" of fame . . . Linda Ron-

stadt became the reigning queen of "Torchy

Rock" . . . Billy Carter made us all wonder

when poise and grace would come back into

style.

the movies

r
"The Front" . . . "Car Wash" . . . "Marathon

Man" . . . "Lipstick" . . . "Burnt Offerings" . . .

"Network" . . . "Silver Streak" . . . "King

Kong" . . ."A Star is Born" . . . "Nickleodeon"

. . . "Pink Panther Strikes Again" . . . "Taxi

Driver" . . . "All the President's Men . . .

"Rocky" . . . "Carrie" . . . 'The Omen" . . .

"The Enforcer" . . . "Obssession".
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. . on T.V. . .

.

r
Barbara Walters joined Harry Reasoner and

the ABC news for a paltry $1 million a

year . . . "Charlie's Angels" asked us to

believe the unbelievable . . . We contracted

"Fonzie Fever" . . . We suffered the problems

of "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" . . . After

seven years, we bid farewell to Mary

Tyler Moore and her famous newsroom . . .

The tube surprised us with such goodies as:

"Rich Man, Poor Man", "Roots", "Give 'Em

Hell Harry", "Eleanor and Franklin: The

White House Years", and the first T.V.

presentation of "Gone With The Wind".

. . the fads . .

.

America "Good-Buddied" us with the C.B.

craze . . . We discoed to the orgasmic "Love

to Love You, Baby" and quaked to the likes

of "Disco Duck" . . . Women sported gauchos

. . . Skateboards skated back into our

lives . . Peter Frampton asked the

question, "Do you feel like I do?"

. . a conglomeration . .

.

/
The Bicentennial finally arrived . . . Queen

Elizabeth paid us a royal visit . . . We suf-

fered Tanker Trouble with one oil spill

by a wrecked Liberian tanker and one lost

Panamania tanker . . . The ill-fated $135
million swine flu immunization program was

found to causJ a rare paralysis (well, at

least you won't get the flu} . . . A bombing

in New York's La Guardia Airport killed

eleven people . . . The mysterious "Legion-

naires' Disease" hit the American Legion

Conference in Philadelphia, which resulted

in the closing of the famous landmark

hotel. The Bellevue . . . West Point

Cadets proved that they are only human
with their cheating scandal . . . Noise

Pollution was supplemented by the Con-

corde jet's landing in the U.S. . . . We
experienced a severe gas shortage with an

extremely hard winter . . . Members of the

religious Hanafi organization, led by Kareem

Abdul-Jabbar, held hostages in three

Washington D.C. buildings for 38 hours,

making us wonder if terrorism is becoming

as much a part ofAmerican life as apple pie.

. . at Shepherd .

.

.

There was an $84,135 renovation of our

gym . . . Our very own Pat Brown became

Miss West Virginia . . . The Ram football

team was WVIAC Northern Division cham-

pions . . . The Ram mascot was constructed

at the end of our football field . . . The old

Jefferson Security Bank became the New
Yellow Brick Bank Restaurant and it wasn't

unusual to hear people say, "Let's go to the

Bank for a drink."
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Members of the B.S.U.: {front) Necie Davis. Curtis Grantham, Josette Jackson,Janet Bailey: (middle) Carolyn Bradford. Pat Brown. Karen Wyatt, Ruth Williams.

Eleanor Bussey: (top) Henry Perry— advisor. Buddy Foster,Joe Wilson, Mike Daye.

B.S.U. BlackAwareness Week •

The Black Student Union is a multi-

faceted organization. Primarily, however, it

provides fellowship among Blacks through

projects, programs, and social events.

As stated in its constitution, the pur-

poses of the B.S.U. are to "encourage in-

terest in Black history and culture, improve

the social and academic life of Black

students, to aid the Black community, and

to encourage non-collegiates to seek higher

education."

Thruout the year, the B.S.U. has planned

and executed various projects. Its crowning

glory, however, is Black Awareness Week—
seven days of learning, amusement, and rev-

erence. Black Awareness Week is 7 days of

never-ending PRIDE!!!

A workshop held by the Black Student

Union on Feb. 4 and 5 marked the beginning

of last minute final preparations for the 4th

Annual Black Awareness Week which carried

the theme "We Have A Dream". During

this workshop, members of the B.S.U. and

students who wished to donate their

time, made posters, collages, programs and

decorations to accentuate the week. The

week of events, the organization's largest

and most successful project, best Justified

the purpose of the club which is to en-

courage student interest in Black history

and culture, to improve the social and

academic life of Black students, to aid the

Black community and to encourage non-

college students to seek higher education.
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Membership is open to ail who are in-

terested in upholding this purpose.

Monday. Feb. 7 was to set the stage

for the first event of the week, a Black

musical entitled 'The Wiz". The play was

held for its first performance in Reynolds

Hall. The director was Buddy Foster, a

student, who also held the part of a Monkey

Bird and the Guardian of the Wizard's Palace.

Other members of the cast were Necie Davis

(Dorothy). Pat Winford (Auntie Em). Brian

Carter (Uncle Henry). Curtis Grantham (the

Lion). Dallas Barcliff (the Scarecrow),

Mike Dotson (the Tin Woodsman). Karen

Wyatt (Good Witch of North), Pam Murrey

(Wicked Witch of South). Linda Lincoln

(Munchkin and Monkey Bird). Tom Crewe

(Wizard), Debbie Robinson (Narrator); Joe

Wilson, Lon Wible, Willy Washington and

Bonnier Dorhman (Stage Crew). The play

was such a great success that it was called

back a week later for a second performance

in Reynolds Hall, and then later in that week

the cast travelled to Winchester, Va. to put

it on for a third time for a group of ele-

mentary school children. It was truly a great

production and all of the participants

should be given a much earned round of

applause.

Martha Saunders, from the Human Rights

Commission in Charleston, W.Va. spoke for

approximately one hour on Tuesday night in

the Ballroom of the Student Center. The

participation^ the audience was great and it

was this factor that helped the second of

the week's events to be a success.

On Wednesday, besides the special dinner

of fried chicken in the campus cafeteria,

which was very tasty, the movie "The Learn-

ing Tree" was shown in the Ballroom. The

story told of a southern Black youngster and

of all of the pains and hardships he and his

family had to endure to survive. The at-

tendance was good and afterwards, there

were all sorts of appreciative remarks to be

heard.

A Gospel Concert, featuring choirs from

all area churches was presented Thursday

night in the Ballroom. Some of the songs

that were sung were "Lord, Help Me to Hold

Out", "Young, Gifted, and Black", and Revive

Us Again". The Master of Ceremonies

was Mr. Charles W. Hunter, Jr., a former

Shepherd student. A silver collection for

Sickle Cell Anemia was taken during and

after the program. The total was sent to

Howard University Hospital in Washington.

D.C. to help towards their research of this

disease which is particularly prevalent in

Blacks. The audience of listeners was so

large and enthusiastic, that by 8 o'clock

there was barely standing room left. Attend-

ing the program were Shepherdstown citi-

zens, both young and old; nearby area citi-

zens: followers of the different choirs; and}

Shepherd students. The entire audience en-

joyed whole-heartedly the entire program.

There were many requests to the B.S.U. to

sponsor another such concert in the near

future.

Jimbo Freeman, a former Shepherd stu-

dent, acted as Disc Jockey for the Disco on

Friday night in the Ram's Den. There was a

wide selection of music played so that there

was something for everyone. The crowd

thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated this

event, as is a good disco at any time and

place.

Saturday, the entire B.S.U. club turned

out to the Rams vs. George Mason home
to another squeaking victory.

Sunday morning, the B.S.U. members all

attended church together at the Asbury

Methodist Church in Shepherdstown. This

was to be the final event of the week—a very

successful and fulfilled week at that.

We should all realize that Black Aware-

ness should not have to end with just one

week of recognition and celebrations, but

should be observed every day of the year,

as it is stated in the purpose of the Black

Student Union, "to encourage student inter-

est in Black history and culture" CARLA
WHITE

A wareness

When one truly learns to understand

oneself, only then is one able to under-

stand others. When one struggles to learn

who one is. an internal war. only a few can

experience begins. The external struggle of

selfawareness and identity comes from

those around you. I am experiencing such

a struggle — both within me and around

me.

I am so many people to those who are

around me. but yet there is another me
struggling to make me understand me for

me. I have experienced this war of identity

only recently, but yet it feels as though

it's been buried within me for a long time.

The struggle began because I have been

many people to those around me without

letting the inner me experience the warmth,

smiles, and frowns of those around me that I

care so much about. Now the inner me
knows the time has come to develop a me
innerly equal and acceptable to the outer me
and to let those who care so much under-

stand the realme both inner and outer.

When I am able to recognize the real

me as those around me see it, only then

will I understand myself and the awareness

of me. Each day brings the struggle to an end

because no longer do I fear to reveal the

inner me struggling to make itself known to

others.

Trenita Savage
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Greeks are a very special part of Shepherd.

They are planners, partyers. friends, com-

petitors. They are "families" of brothers and

sisters. They are doers. They are people

who want a little more out of life than

"independence". They are involved in each

other. They are involved in themselves. They

are involved in the campus. They are in-

volved . . .

In all there are 14 recognized Greek

chapters — seven fraternities, six sororities,

and one fraternity/sorority. Each has its own

individual character that makes it different

from the others. Those who join, enjoy an

experience that is both demanding and ful-

filling. It is a unique experience, and ac-

cording to Greeks — one of the best ex-

periences of their life!/

1

Unity among Greeks at Shepherd is more

than a dream. It is a reality manifest in the

Intergreek Agency. Each year, sororities and

fraternities send agents to this council. The

united council in turn works together to solve

problems, carry out projects, and create

working relations between the Greek and

non-Greek factions on campus.

This year's I.GA. officers were Sue

Feehan, president; Roland Beauford, vice-

president; CM. Zindel, treasurer; and Martha

Barnes, secretary. Its co-advisors are Linda

Little andJohn Adams.

The agency actively participated in Winter

Carnival and the Pitch-In project. Various

discos were sponsored by I.GA. The crown-

ing glory, however, was the agency's

Donating their time to Crop Walk '77, Lambda
Chi's Jim Broches and Psi Beta Beta's Sandy Reeves

solicite for a worthy cause

Greeks Greeks Greeks • Greeks Greeks
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"Go with Alpha Rho//" — and in J 977

nine men did Just that/ Rod Sherman, Chip

Ransom, Brian Carter, Nate Johnson, Da//as

Barclift, Gerard Lawrence, Joe Wi/son, Fred

Dorsey, and Buddy Foster all cast their lot

with Alpha Rho Epsilon, one of Shepherd's

newer fraternities.

Though only having been around for two

years, A P.E. has already established itself as

one of the best fraternities on campus. Each

of the 24 brothers worked to achieve this

reality — both on campus and in the com-

munity. This year, A.P.E. participated in the

S.GA.'s College Day for Underprivileged

Children, Crop Walk '77, Pitch In '77,

Winter Carnival, and the student government

elections. Bursting with energy, A.P.E. has

already become a key interest group on

campus.

With much behind them in only two

short years, the brothers of Alpha Rho

Epsilon look ahead to even greater achieve-

ment. They are well on their way to success//

The brothers ofAlpha Rho Epsilon.

Casual meetings denote the brotherhood ofAPE.

1977 Pledges (front) Rod Sherman, Chip Ransom,

Brian Carter, (back) Nate Johnson, Dallas Barclift,

Gerard Lawrence.

Alpha Rho Epsilon • Alpha Rho Epsilon • Alpha Rho Epsilon
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Carole

A year replete in fun and benevolence

— that was 1977 for Alpha Sigma Tau.

The Alphas began their year with the

raffle qf a rather large stuffed frog named

Elmer. This was followed by another raffle,

this one for an afghan. In between these,

the sisters sold programs at home football

games.

When Homecoming rolled around, the

Alphas were ready with a beautifully de-

corated midway booth. Their green, yellow

and white pagoda was gracious enough to

win both "Best All Around" and "Best

Design" in the booth competition.

After the game, the girls held a tea

Peter Cottontail? No, Just an Alpha and two sisters

in a party for the children of Groften's School.

"Best All Around" in the Homecoming Booth Judging,

the Alpha's pagoda is "ah sooo" good.

where friends and family could mingle and

relax. The tea was so successful that

another was held when Parent's Day came

around weeks later.

Christmas came to Shepherd and the

Alphas ushered it in with carols and a

party. The sisters gathered for an old

fashioned songfest and presented it to a

local nursing home and hospital. They met

once again at the apartment of Anna Marie

to celebrate the season and the end of

another semester.

The new year brought four pledges to

Alpha Sigma Tau: Sissy Groves, Joanie

Kline. Carol Munson. and Angle Propst.

These girls worked hard alongside the

sisters — manning the concession stand at

home basketball games. On Valentine's Day.

the Alphas held a candy "give-away" during

the evening home game. The sisters also

lent their help later in setting up for the

Founder's Day Banquet.

The month of April kept the Alphas busy.

They gathered at Shippensburg College on

the 2nd for a regional meeting where they

met other sisters from various local colleges.

Later that month, the girls donated their time

to carry out a successful social service

project at the Grafton School for Emotionally

Disturbed Children in Berryville.

In all, 1977 was a successful year for

the AlphasI A great deal of credit goes to

its fine officers: Ellen Church, president;

Martha Barnes, vice-pres. and Editor/His-

torian; Cathi Morris, treasurer; Gail Kidwell.

recording secretary/pledge trainer; Marie

Viens. corresponding secretary; and Tamsen

Farmer, chaplain.

Alpha's 1977 initiates and officers: (seated) Carole

Munson. Joni Kline, Cissy Grove. Angie Propst

(Standing) Ellen Church, Gail Kidwell, Martha Barnes.

Tamsen Farmer, Cathi Morris.
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Beginning with a Smoker in the Ram's

Den on Sept. 9th, Delta Sigma Pi embarked

on one of their most prosperous years

Douglas Wilson held the presidency, with

Mark Kuhn as senior vice-president. Other

officers were Mike Donoghue, vice-president

of pledge education: Tom Moore, vice-presi-

dent of professional activities; Neil Huff,

vice-president of social activities: Dwight

McManus, secretary; Fred Freitag, treasurer;

Mickey Lynn, chancellor and CEI; Paul Banks,

historian; and Harry Jenkins, chaplain.

The Sept. 9th Smoker was followed by

an informal party at John's Restaurant on

the 30th. Fall pledges Mark Collette, David

Foley, and Richard Foley began their formal

pledge season the following week and con-

tinued for seven more weeks. During this

time, they worked alongside their brothers

selling flowers the week of Oct. 4th thru

the 15th, for the Homcoming game and

dance. On Oct 16th, the brothers held a

Homecoming Dance at the Martinsburg

Knights of Columbus Hall. In the following

week, a professional speaker on Auditing

was brought to White Hall.

November brought two major banquets

for the brothers: The Founder's Day Banquet

and the Fall Banquet The first was held

Nov. 4th at the Holiday Inn, Martinsburg.

The latter was held Nov. 20th at the Lee

Jackson Motor Inn, Winchester.

Two more professional speakers were

brought to the campus by the Delta Sigs:

one on Life Insurance, Dec. 2 and one on

Accounting, Dec. 9.

With second semester upon them, the

brothers kept at full pace. They held a

Rams Den Pub Nite on Jan. 17th and a

Smoker on Feb. 1 . The smoker brought seven

prospective borthers: Lawrence Blavos,

Gorden Keys, Jeff Maley, Robert Miller,

James Mayers, Patrick Randazzo, and John

Spangler. Their formal pledging ran

seven weeks, beginning Feb. 1 7.

In March, fraternity elections for 1978

officers were held, another professional

speaker was brought on campus, and another

Pub Nite was held in the Rams Den. When
April rolled around, the brothers held a Long

Distance Fraternity Professional Tour from

the 1st to the 3rd. Then on April 9th, the

Delta Sigs successfully sponsored their

Annual Horseshow at Morgan's Grove.

With the semester almost over, the

brothers held a Spring Banquet at the Lee

Jackson Inn, Winchester. Their year was

then capped on April 29th. at the fraternity's

annual spring picnic.

Though always men of a professional

business fraternity, the Delta Sigs still know
how to have a good time, as 1977 proved.

After all — all work and no play makes

for dull boys, and in Delta Sigma Pi, there's

not a "dull boy" to be found/

1

Above: Delta Sigma Pi Fall Banquet: Tom Sheely,

Dr Johnson, Pres Doug Wilson, Our Rose Bonnie

Beall, and Charles Printz.

Below: (left) Jim Sale views the ribbons of

the Morgan's Grove Horseshow. (Right) Charles

Printz with his Founding Father paddle. CD
CD
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This year Delta Zeta saw its best and

busiest year!!!

Back to school in August meant time for

ush workshops and singing in the dorms to

ittract prospective pledges. DZ's were in-

cited to a kegger with Lambda Chi Alpha at

he requested their presence at the frat house

or another kegger.

September started out with a Mickey

VIouse Revue Rush Party. Everyone was

here from Jiminey Cricket to Walt Disney

limself. Pledges for fall included Cheri

jurin, Vicki Sparks, Heather Henry, Julie

(oers and Debbie Creamer. Pledge require-

ments consisted of pledging Lambda Chi

Mpha for a day (complete with underwear!!)

lake sales for money making projects and a

fisit to nursing home in Martinsburg for a

:ommunity project.

Homecoming brought a couple of exciting

lurprises. Beth Carleton, representing DZ's,

vas crowned Homecoming Queen and the

3Z booth won the midway's "Eye Appeal

1 ward".

October 24, Delta Zeta had a great

larty with Theta Xi at the Jefferson Com-

nunity Center; the band was Crosswinds.

lalloween found the DZ's dressed in various

ostumes brightening the lives of under-

uivileged children by sponsoring a Hallo-

veen party for them. In November, the DZ's

ilong with Lambda Chi Alpha, again enter-

ained these childred by taking them to the

ast home football game and also had a

ookout for them.

The sister's ended a funfilled semester on

holiday note with a Christmas bash at the

partment of one of the members.

It was rush time again in January when
he Delta Zeta's opened the new year with

he Great Hatsby Carnival which boasted

jgglers, magic acts and a lot of good

jkes to keep everyone in the spirit.

There were eleven Spring pledges: Cheryl

lullican. Dale Rich, Marnie Lahman, Anne
''ordon, Sharon Lynne Ambrose, Sandy

'eagle, Pam Moseman, Michelle Jefferies,

ecki Reese, Chris Theall and Kitty Thorton.

ake sales and hotdog sales through out

ie dorms brought in money. As a com-

lunity project the pledges cleaned the

hepherdstown Day Care Center. Love notes

nd limericks were sent via pledges to their

icipients on Valentine's Day and the pledges

iso sponsored a room-clean-up in the dorms
s a fund raising project.

The sisters sponsored Denny Ziemann in

)e "King of Hearts" contest, which he won.

fter Spring Break the anticipated affair

nally materialized: the DZ Banquet!!! The

banquet was held at Duff's Motor Inn in

Winchester, Va. Everyone "boogied" to the

excellent sounds of "Long Time Comin' "and

the evening lived up to a typical Delta

Zeta jam.

Next on the agenda for the year was the

"Miss Shepherd College" pageant. Six DZ
lovlies represented various organizations on

campus. Sharon Lynn Ambrose was first

runner-up and Meg Miller was one of the

top five finalists. Cheryl Mullican, Tia Butts,

Cheri Gurin, and Pam Moseman were con-

testants.

With the closing of another semester and

with it another school year, the DZ's reaped

their share of rewards and recognitions.

On Student Recognition Day, Sandy

Burgee received the Associate of Science

special accomplishment award and Pegi

Wells received the same award for Jour-

nalism. Delta Zeta won the Scholastic

Achievement Award and Pegi Wells was

named "outstanding Delta Zeta." Who's Who
recognized Alice Herman, Judy Cross,

and Pegi Wells. Judy was also named as a

McMurran Scholar.

This year proved to be a fun-filled and

exciting one of for the Delta Zeta's. Many
of the sisters are graduating and they will

be missed. Hopefully next year will prove

to be just as great as this one was, if

not better.

Cheers from DZ sisters Linda Hockman, Tia Butts, and Dariene

Davis.

Mickey Mouse Revue: Fall '76 Rush Party.
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Two years national and growing strong—

that was Lambda Chi Alpha in 1977. This

year marked their second as a national

fraternity (formerly they were the locals.

Psi Lambda Chi). Todd Bolton presided with

Denny Ziemann as vice-president; Ron Klobe

as secretary; and Tom Burke as treasurer.

Other officers were Rob Rothenheffer, rush

chairman; Chiz Graber, social chairman;

Chris Selawatch, fraternity education; John

Miller, ritualist; Mike Martin, alumni co-

ordinator; Jay Ray, education chairman.

Karl Wolf acted as advisor.

"Busy" was a common word to the

brothers in 1977. They sponsored several

open parties and held money makers such as

raffles, car washes, and hot dog sales.

Participating in community activities as well.

the brothers joined in the Crop Walk,

sponsored a UNICEF project, and worked

with Delta Zeta sorority in a project for

handicapped children.

The year also offered further establish-

ment of Lambda Chi Alpha as a national

fraternity. Several brothers attended a na-

tional initiation service at the University of

Delaware with prosperous results. The

Lambda Chi's also set up their first Alumni

Association. The brothers are looking forward

to the coming semester with plans to be

charted by the national fraternity.

Lambda Chi Alpha initiated nine new
members in 1977: Mike Briel, Walter Best,

Below: (left) 1976-77 members of Lambda Chi

Alpha. (Right) Hams to the max, the brothers take a

break.

John Busher, Kenny Peebles, John Obilean.

Bob Carey, Ron Olson, Kyle Morrison, and

Jim Broches. The new brothers participated

and partied along with the old, making the

most of their pledge seasons.

Finally, on April 15th, the event that all

had worked for and awaited anxiously, ar-

rived: Spring Banquet. This years smashing

success was held at Duff's Rebel Inn in

Winchester, Va. A wonderfully rowdy time

was shared by all the brothers and their

dates. It was the perfect finale for a great

year!!

Above: Hotdog anyone? How about an entire fraternity full of them?

Right: New brothers: John Obican, yValter Best. Jim Broches, Ron

Olson. Kyle Morrison. Kenny Peebles, and Mike Briel.
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Sock it to me! Phi Gamma Nu sisters celebrate

at the Spring rush party. The sisters of Phi Gamma Nu at a weekly meeting

in the Rumsey Room.

Adding three new members in the fall and

seven members in the spring. Phi Gamma
Nu boasted fourteen sisters in all. Their year

was sprinkled with bake sales, raffles,

parties, field trips . . . but mostly with fun.

The Phi Gamma Nu 1976-77 officers

were Carolyn Knode, president; Michelle

Watkins, vice-president; Jeanne Michael,

secretary; Donna Kimble, treasurer; Janice

Putnam, publicity; Sheila Huffer, historian;

andJeanne Michael, I.GA. representative.

In September, the sisters started their

year off with a raffle for a Panasonic AM/FM
radio. This was followed by a number of suc-

cessful bake sales. With the money raised.

Phi Gamma Nu was able to take a delight-

ful field trip. They toured the National Bureau

of Standards, IBM of Gaithersburg, Md.,

and the campus of the University of Mary-

land, College Park. They wound down their

weekend with a dinner at the Saratoga

Dinner Theatre where "Fiddler on the Roof"

was being presented.

To end the semester. Phi Gamma Nu
joined Delta Sigma Pi for an informal

Christmas Party at the frat house.

On return from break, the sisters initiated

three new members. Dyne Atkins. Lois

Fareas, and Frances Mongold. At the same

time, seven girls began their pledge season:

Leslie Brillhart. Doren Brown. Barb

Humphries, Carol Mason, Becki Reese, Nina

Tingle, and Caria White.

Again, the sisters started new money-

raising projects. Raffles, bake sales, and the

sale of wall posters and pens, all supple-

mented the Phi Gamma Nu bank account.

Highlighting the Spring was a visit by

the National vice-president. Anne T. Visco. of

Philadelphia. Pa. Ms. Visco. was a guest for

the Greek Workshop Weekend held in

February.

With the year almost gone. Phi Gamma
Nu joined again with Delta Sigs — this time

for a Pub Night in the Ram's Den. Finally,

in April, the sisters proudly entered

Michelle Watkins in the Miss Shepherd Col-

lege Pageant, and also cheered on pledge

CarIa White.

In ending a good year. Phi Gamma Nu
elected its 1977-78 officers: Donna Kimble,

president; Nina Tingle, vice-president; Leslie

Brillhart. secretary; Dyna Atkins, treasurer;

Frances Mongold and CarIa White, co-

editors; and Carol Mason. I.GA. repres.

Donna Kimble, the 1977-78 President is initiated in

a candle lighting ceremony.
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With President Trenita Savage at the

helm, the recently organized Elavoka Esanju

enjoyed a prosperous year! The highlight of

their second anum was the addition of

eight new sisters from the sorority's first

pledge class. Karen Wyatt, Robin Miller,

Bonnie Dorhaman, Daisy Taylor, Ruth

Williams, Diane McCoy, Rebecca Rieseck,

and Debbie Vance became members follow-

ing their season of pledging activities. The

pre-initiates were involved in a variety of

affairs, including Switch Up Day where

they exchanged their Dove necklaces and

tackle boxes with the more usual attire of

the sisters. On Hell Nite, the worn yet

cheerful pledges entertained the sisters with

their energetic antics.

In April, the sisters closed their second

year by entering Necie Davis in the Miss

Shepherd College pageant. Elavoka Esanju

was also proud of two other contestants,

Karen Wyatt and Ruth Williams, both sisters

of the sorority.

The officers for the 1976-77 year were

Trenita Savage, president: Pat Brown, vice-

president and pledge captain: Avila Wilson,

treasurer and parliamentarian: Carolyn Brad-

ford, sec: Elanor Bussey. hist.: Ora Wright

corres. sec: and Debra Scott, chaplain.
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Miss Neicie Davis represented Elavoka Esanju in the

Miss Shepherd College Pageant

Frazzled and dazzled, the pledges take a quick break

before continuing with Hell Nite.

The smiles of relief follow weeks of pledging on

the Initiation night of Elavoka Esanju's first pledge

class.

Together to view the pledging antics,

original sisters rest quietly.

the
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With the we/come addition of nine

brothers. Phi Sigma Epsilon enjoyed another

successful year. The new members are John

Hoffmann, Tony See, Ray Townsend, Sean

\McDonnel, Kevin Traffic, Bill Wright, Ray

Patrylak, Chris Crawley, and Brian Staubs.

The Phi Sigs were involved in several

Shepherdstown Day Care Center projects.

They also sponsored a series of profitable

keg parties held at the fraternity house.

Their major contribution, however, was made
on an individual basis, thru many of their

outstanding brothers: Barry Mullane, Student

Government Assoc. president; Tim Ridlon,

Yearbook photography editor; Scott

McCauley, Yearbook business manager; Pat

Curley, Center Board chairman; Sean

^cDonnel and Ray Townsend, Yearbook

ohotographers; and Pat Curley, Steve Lehr,

Slenn Bell — varsity swim team members.

This is just to name a few. The Phi Sigs

3re definitely a brotherhood of active par-

'icipantsU

On April 23, the brothers met for their

annual Spring Banquet. The dinner and
iance was held at the Quality Inn, Leesburg,

/a. The festive occasion supplied the

^hi Sigma Epsilon

brothers and their dates with a bounty of

happy— and hilarious— memories.

The 1977 Phi Sigma Epsilon officers

were: Lige Ostrander, president; Pat Curley,

vice-president; Tim Ridlon, recording/corre-

sponding secretary and historian; Stephen

Lehr, house manager; Scott McCauley,

treasurer; Michael Ditto, pledge captain;

Dave Richardson, chaplain; Jeff Ganoe,

senator.

The advisors were Rev. Paul H. Moser;

Dr. John Schmidt; Mr. Charles Woodward;

Dr. Robert Wilgoos; and Mr. Kenneth Lowe.

The one work that best describes the Phi

Sigs in 1977 is SUCCESS — and they look

forward to more in the future!!!

Vice President Pat Curley presents Charles Printz

with the Ugliest Professor A ward.

Brother Scott McCauley prior to takeoff in the

Homecoming Road Rally.

Phi Sigma Epsilon Phi Sigma Epsilon
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Psi Beta Beta is greater, greater.

GREATER!!! and 1977 was a year to prove

it!

Adding twelve sisters in tfie fall and

eleven in the spring, YBB enjoyed its two

largest pledge classes ever. The fall initiates

were: Meri Cole. Sara Cogan. Jenny Bott.

Vickie Brown. Diane Cella, Julie Harris.

Sally Brown. Karen Kelleher. Vava Steven-

son. Peggy Rinker, Patti Richmond, and

Sandy Reeves. The spring initiates were

Alice Vollmer, Anna Vollmer. Tracey Love-

land. Mary Alice McCann. Patti Hedges.

Dede Dove. Lisa Dove. Lisa Hardgrove. Kim

Kesner. Laura Manliodas. andJane Moler.

During pledging, the "caterpillars" carried

their traditional maroon and pink buckets

and wore their butterfly pins. They were

required to work at a money making pro-

ject and a community service project. In

addition, they visited each sister weekly.

The highlight of their pledging, however, was

the numerous antics which they willing in-

volved themselves in: toilet papering the

football field, running underware up the flag-

pole, soaping the cafeteria windows, writing

"YBB" in the rocks, and serenading the

men's dorms with salty sorority songs. The

pledges completed their four week season

with "Hell Nite". and finally became full

sisters with initiation.

As for the YBB sisters, 1977 offered much
to do. The girls held a kegger in Sept. at

the mission. In October, they ran the home-

coming court elections and set up a booth

in the Homecoming midway, selling mugs
and coke. Several bake sales and raffles

were sponsored by the sisters, also. In the

spring, the annual Spaghetti Dinner was held,

each girl enjoying both the food and the

jokes. The major event of the season, how-

ever, was the Spring Banquet, held at the

Meri Cole and Pam Clark strike a pose during Hell

Nite. Later at the banquet, Patty and Mike dothe same.

Lee Jackson Motor Lodge in Winchester.

Everyone enjoyed the fare of steak and the

music of "C.T. Onion". Not-so-serious

awards were given and the officers for

1978 were announced.

The year offered much more, however,

than work and parties. In Sept., a solemn

candle-lighting ceremony revealed the en-

gagement of sister Sue Spurr, who was

married to Tom Chicca later in the summer.

In Nov., the wedding of graduated sister

Ann McAllister brightened the scene, with

many sisters attending the event.

December brought several awards to the

sisters. Betsy Walker, Cindy Gano, and

Julie Cummings were nominated to the

National Who's Who. Betsy Walker was also

honored as a McMurran Scholar for out-

standing scholastic achievement. YBB saw

two December graduates — Pam Clark and

Sue Spurr — and one transfer — Joan

Fleegle. In May, nine more sisters left with

graduation: Pam Brooks, Meri Cole, Betsy

Walker, Lynda Sheppard, Jenny Bott, Julie

Cummings, Sarah Mays, and Linda Blume.

All will be missed greatly and are wished

the best of luck.

YBB Hell Nite began with a chorus line: Jenny Bott,

Pam Clark, Julie Cummings, Lynda Sheppard, and
Joan Fleegle.

To finish the year with a bang, three

YBB sisters were contestants in the Miss

Shepherd College Pageant: Sally Brown,

Karen Kelleher, and Betsy Mathews. With

pride YBB watched as Karen was crowned

Miss Shepherd College for 1978, and as

Sally was announced her first runner-up.

Congratulations Ladies!!!

And congratulations to all the ladies of

YBB for a fine year, and to its officers: Kim

Davis, president: Kandi Couchman, vice-

president; Marie Boccucci, recording sec-

retary; Linda Blume, corresponding sec;

Sue Spurr/Cindy Gano, fall/spring treasurers;

Pam Clark/Lynda Sheppard, fall/spring chap-

lains; Betsy Mathews, fall pledge captain;

Betsy Walker/Sarah Mays, spring pledge

captains; Vava Stevenson, senator; Julie

Cummings, historian.
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Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma: (front) Catliy Brown, Elaine Richmond: (row 2) Terre Hott, Janice

Sfiorb, Mary Sheftic, Kim Baker, Susan Lee, Terri Effland, Ann LeSeur, Jenny Ditto, Holly Kylen:

(row 3) Linda Larsen, Tina Fawley, Lorraine Wildberger, Judy Snyder, Sue Feetian, Carol Eppinger,

Nancy Sherman; (back) Trish Keller, Mary Batchelor, Deb Mellot, Sue McDowell, Lynn Mullane, Pam
Dyson.

Starting the year off with the attendance

of a Regional Leadership School, the sisters

of Sigma Sigma Sigma entered another

year of work and play. In early October

they helped park cars with members of Delta

Sigma Pi at Harper's Ferry Caverns. Then

at Homecoming, their midway booth won a

prize for its good looks. Later in the month

the Sigmas held a reception for their

parents on Parents' Day.

As for its members, the Sigmas added

four fall pledges to their ranks: Tina Fawley,

Sue McDowell, Mary Sheftic, and Nancy

Sherman. For its older members, advisor

Paul Saab held an Alumnae Picnic at his

home.

In December, two events brightened the

drab winter: a pre-break dance on December

4, and the marriage of sister Joan Aulabaugh

to A C. Waugh on the 1 8th.

With second semester there came ten

pledges: Kim Baker, Cathy Brown, Trish

Keller, Holly Kylen, Susan Lee, Deb Mellot,

Lynn Mullane, Elaine Richmond, Lorraine

Wildberger, and Lisa McBee. The pledges

shined shoes, and helped sell books with

members of Theta Xi in the bookstore.

February saw the advent of a new Sigma-

sponsored affair — the King of Hearts

Contest. Clubs and organizations filed male

entries with the Sigmas, and a campus-

wide vote was held. Delta Zeta's entry,

Denny Ziemann, became the King of Hearts.

On March 26th, Spring was hailed in

by the Sigma's annual banquet. Winchester's

Duff's Motor Lodge hosted the long-awaited

event.

April was a busy month. The Sigmas held

their annual Founder's Day Banquet on the

23rd at Martinsburg's Holiday Inn. On the

following day, they held a "Senior Send-

Off" to say good-bye to their graduating

sisters. In winding down a good year, the

Sigmas entered Tina Fawley in the Miss

Shepherd College Pageant, and aided as

hostesses for the pageant reception.

Spring '77 pledges at Initiation Holly Kylen, Susan

Lee, Lynn Mullane, Lorraine Wildberger, Deb Mellot,

Kim Baker, Trish Keller.
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TKE Fraternity officers: (front) Mike Sparks— Historian;

Gary Santimier; John Bucftanan — Pledge Trainer;

(back) Brian Emery— Pres.

TKE

Randy Hicks; Erich Sinner; Mike Goff — Vice Presi-

dent; Alan Doss — Secretary; Harrison Smith —
Treasurer/Sgt. ofArms.

TKE is unique.!! that's the motto and the

reputation that Tau Kappa Epsilon has earn-

ed at Shepherd!

With a membership of ten active brothers,

TKE is proof of the old adage that good

things come in small packages. The brothers

worked together as a close-knit order —
holding smokers, organizing raffles, planning

parties, andjust plain jamming.

As a motivating force on campus, the

borthers were involved in such campus pro-

jects as Pitch-In '77, Crop Walk, Home-
coming, and the S.GA.'s College Day for

underprivileged children.

The TKE 1977 officers were Brian Emery,

president; Michael Goff, vice-president; Alan

Doss, secretary; Harrison Smith, treasurer

and sgt. at arms; Mike Sparks, historian;

andJohn Buchanan, pledge trainer.

The new brothers initiated in 1977 were

Randy Hicks and Erich Sinner.
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When you're rated # / in the nation among

;mall colleges, you can afford to be smug,

^nd in 1977 that's just what Theta Xi was—
f1 that is!

I

With a membership of over 80 brothers,

^heta Xi rode high this year. The brothers

vorked together to sell concessions at the

Yarn's football games, and once again held

heir highly successful annual spaghetti

linner during Homecoming. Their major

efforts however went into sponsoring one of

Shepherd's biggest events — the Miss

ihepherd College Pageant.

This year's pageant was the biggest and

lest ever. Held Monday, April 4, there were

?7 contestants in all, each sponsored by an

)n or off campus organization. The girls

were judged in several categories and when

he final tabulations were made the winner

mnounced was Miss Karen Kelleher of

ihenorack, N.Y. Washington Redskins' Jerry

>mith acted as Master of Ceremonies.

All the brothers worked long and hard

o make the pageant the grand success it

vas. Special recognition was awarded to

peaker Bill Chambers announces the J977-78 officers

t the Blue Iris Ball.

Jeff Phipps for his fine job as co-ordinator,

and also noteworthy was the job done by

Pegi Wells (1975-76 Theta Xi Sweetheart)

as contestant co-ordinator.

With a year well endowed, Theta Xi

celebrated finally in their annual Blue Iris

Ball. Rowdiness and hilarity were the courses

of the smashing evening. Between jokes and

gin, the brothers settled down to announce

the 1977-78 officers. They are: Mike

Romano, president; Curtis Grantham, vice-

president; Stuart Swink, secretary; Dennis

Doss, treasurer; Joel Wilson, pledge director;

and Jim Price, scholastic director.

A year well spent. That was 1977 for the

Theta Xilll

Hail, Hail! The gangs all here! The Theta Xi congregate

at the Iris Ball.

Brother Karl Haefer pauses for a portrait while

roaming about the frat-house yard.

Winner of Theta Xi's 1977 Miss Shepherd

College Pageant, Karen Kelleher models her

casual wear.
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Homecoming brought forth a Zebra booth selling

records, tapes, plants and hangers.

Though only in existence for three se-

mesters, ZEBRA was fully organized and
raring to go in 1977.

Bruce Gallagher presided this year over

the eighteen member group, with great suc-

cess. ZEBRA initiated several new members,

but unlike the other Greek components on

campus, membership was open to both
males and females. This was a new phenom-
enon at Shepherd, and judging from

ZEBRA 's success it proved to be a desirable

one.

Concentrating mostly on open parties, the

fraternity/sorority enjoyed many good times.

It was also, however, a motivating force

on campus. ZEBRA took part in many stu-

dent government sponsored projects: College

Day for Underprivileged Children; Leader-

ship Banquet; and campus elections. The

group also set up a booth in the Home-
coming Midway, selling plants, hangers,

records and tapes. In the Road Rally pre-

ceding Homecoming, ZEBRA entered car

#9, and even though it didn't place, the crew

enjoyed an excellent trip.

Looking forward to the new year, ZEBRA
expects even more success and definitely

more good times!

Full speed ahead! Zebra's car #9 is flying through

the Homecoming car rally.

Shepherd's first male/female fraternity. Zebra is proud
of its innovation.
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The Voice of Independence

by Joy Nelson

To be or not to be . . . Greek, that is.

We have constantly been exposed to whys of

becoming Greek (the brotherhood or sister-

hood; the special "Greek-only" events, etc.),

but what about the majority of students

who do not wish to change their nationality?

The non-Greeks, or G.D.I.'s (god-damn-

independents) have strong opinions and

feelings about retaining their individuality.

Individuality is one of the most important

reasons that a G.D.I, prefers to remain

"unattached". The majority of non-Greeks do

not wish to become assimilated into a group

that, however subtly, forces its members to

accept certain ideals and beliefs that are

shared by most of the members of the

organization. How often have you heard

some poor soul say, "John used to talk to

me, but now all his brothers are mad at

me, so he can't anymore." Or somebody

else will announce, "I'd really like to go out

with that guy, but I'm afraid that my sisters

will laugh at me." Most non-Greeks will not

put up with this sort ofimmature nonsense.

Another reason for not joining a sorority

or fraternity was coined into the phrase

"buying friends." A great deal of the non-

Greeks feel no need to join a Greek

organization, becuase they feel that they are

quite capable of forming friendships and

the aid of a sorority or fraternity. In a Greek

organization, one is almost obligated to feel

sisterly or brotherly love for the other mem-
bers. This is another aspect of the individual-

istic view that the non-Greeks hold. G.D.I.'s

wish to remain free to love and dislike

people at their pwn discretion. They want no

part of "obligated affection." Friendships are

made because of mutual respect and af-

fection, not because people happen to wear

the same jackets or tee-shirts.

The size of Shepherd's campus also plays

a major factor in many G.D.I.'s refusal to

become Greek. Shepherd is not a huge

university with a sprawling campus and

30J000 students. Shepherd is a small school

and to meet or see everyone on campus,

all one has to do is to go to classes,

attend a few games, see some movies, go

to dances, and spend a few minutes in the

amphitheater. One does not really get lost in

the shuffle of the crowds at Shepherd. To

claim that Greek is the only way that one

can meet people is absurd. G.D.I.'s want to

meet people on their own terms and meeting

people at Shepherd can be done without the

aid of "sisters" or "brothers."

Some of the less ideological reasons deal

with the amount of time that is required

by membership in a Greek organization and

the amount of money needed.

Time is a valuable commodity for any

person, and some people just do not have

enough time to devote to a Greek or-

ganization. Between the many meetings and

the numerous social events, it can be an

impossibility for people who belong to other

non-Greek organizations or who hold down
jobs while they attend school.

Money is another factor in remaining

independent. National Greek organizations

cost an average of $60 a year. Local Greek

organizations can cost between $20 and $30
a year, not including the organization's

jackets and other "must" apparel. Some
people have better things to do with their

money.

G.D.I.'s have good reasons for remaining

independent. To be non-Greek is not being

eccentric, it is based on strong opinions that

have sensible, logical reasoning behind them.

Let's stop harrassing the independent; he

knows what he's doingll!





And then along came .

There are several groups on campus that

fit in neither the Greek, nor the G.D.I,

categories. Not only that, but these groups

are not even recognized as being "groups"

by the administration. None-the-less, their

presence is felt. Among these unacknowl-

edged deviants are Moose, Nerds, Phi Kappa

Kool, the Wing Nuts (2nd floor Kennamond),

Ei Phelta Thi, and Zoo Wing (2nd floor-A

wing Shaw).

Often somewhat transient in their estab-

lishment and membership, these folks are

neither derelicts nor juvenile delinquents.

They're just people who like to party, and

are firm believers in the notion that "if

you want to get to heaven, you gotta' raise

a little hell" . .

.

Members of Ei Phelta Thi: Dwight Sponaugle, Jim
Tait. Cathy Bennett. Dan Simmons, Barb Inwold,

Rich Tragno.

Unrecognized Groups 7 J



A Campus ofJoiners n
This campus is full of "joiners" — ttiose

who can't settle for Just classes, dinner,

and a few friends. The "joiners" are those

who need to keep going after class is out.

So they volunteer time after time, joining

club after club, until they can say, "I'm a

part of this place."

For these people. Shepherd offers a wide

variety of special interest groups. To name

just a few, there is Debate, Public Speaking/

Forensics, Jazz Ensemble, Band, Shepherd

Flyers Association, Intervarsity Christian Fel-

lowship, Choir, Baptist-Sponsored Student

Union, Fellowship of Christian Athletes,

Woodwind Ensemble, and Theater.

If you are a "joiner" and this list seems

incomplete — don't quit. Simply make your

own group. Innovation is a necessary in-

gredient in any "joiners" character.

Getting set for takeoff, two members of tfie Sftepherd

Flyers Association pause for further directions.

Debaters, like Jay Votel, are often video-taped to catch

and correct mistakes.
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'You Can't Take It With You" players Dr Barnhart. Saxophones blare whenever the Jazz Ensemble gets

Vava Stevenson, and Karen Parker together for a session
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Cohongoroota 1976-77

When most people look at a yearbook,

they see only pictures and words. They

have no idea what it took to get those

photos, or how long someone struggled to

have that copy come out Just right.

A yearbook is work/!/ It's a class section

editor sorting thru over 2000 individual

photos, putting them into class rank and

then into alphabetical order. It's a photo-

grapher who has to cover a basketball game,

a fraternity party, and a play — all in one

night — and still find time to develop and

print 3 rolls of film. It's a reporter tracking

down members of Who's Who, interviewing

each one, then writing and rewriting the

story until it finally suits the editor.

It takes endurance to work on the year-

book staff. The hours are long and the pay

is short — in fact, there's no pay at all/!

The only reward that a yearbook staffer gets

is seeing his creation in print. Whether it's

a photography, a feature story, a page layout,

or a well-lettered headline — each is a

source of pride for its maker. And some-

times that pride is more than enough reward

for a staff member!!

This year, 31 students joined the staff.

Each contributed his time, patience, and

creativity to a book they would be proud of.

Long hours were spent gathering informa-

tion; selecting and cropping photos; writing

copy, captions, and headlines; drawing

layouts. Money was another big problem

and most of the staff worked overtime at

the various money-making projects.

In the end, one could finally say of the

1977 Cohongoroota, "It was worth it and I'm

proud I was a part of it!!'

Cohongoroota 1976-77 Staff

Editor-in-Chief Betsy A. Mathews

A dvisor Professor Henry Perry

Business Manager Scott McCauley

Photography Editor Tim Ridlon

Photographers . . .Sean MacDonnell, Todd Willman, Ray

Patrylak, Russ Volker.Jon Porasky

Life Section Editors . . . .Bonnie Schattert, Pam Brekhus,

Caria White, Lynda Sheppard.

Marnie Lahman, Lucy Beard,Joy

Nelson, Diane Cella, Roger Moss

Academics Section Editors . . . Jeff Ganoe, Deb Schull

Athletics Section Editors . . .Terry Cornwell,Anne Gordan

People Section Editors . . .Mike Duncan, Debbie Creamer

Business Section Editors Scott McCauley. Lynn

Miller, Annette Hurley,

Erin Stark
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The Picket

MEDIA ... MEDIA . . MEI

r
Editor-in-Chief . Pegi Wells

Production Ed. Mary Eidsness

Business Mgr. . Jim Adams
News Editor . Todd Willman
Editoriai Editor .Siddy Groves

Features Editor .Teresa Ring

Sports Editor Terry CornweII

Reporters: J. Nelson. J. Mc-

Vey. D. Blickenstaff, E. Gagen.

The Picket staff (Top to bottom) Deb Schull, Col

Urquardt. Kim Ashley, Mr Perry. Betsy Mathews.

Cissy Groves, Todd Willman, Terry Cornwell, Teresa

Ring, LuAnn Palmer, Mary Eidness, Blanche Jarrett,

Diane Cella. Pegi Wells, Wynell Lauver, Bob Leach

Advisor Henry Perry directs Teresa Ping and Cissy

Groves in Picket make-up.
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W.S.H.C. Radio
"Good evening, this is radio station WSHC

beginning our broadcast day. WSHC is a

class D educational FM station operating on

an output power of 10 watts.

"WSHC's operations and transmitter are

located in Knutti Hall on North King Street

in Shepherdstown, West Virginia."

This announcement marks another busy

day for those students who are involved

with 'The Rock of Shepherd College".

Under the guidance of George Wilson.

WSHC offers the Shepherd community the

latest sounds in contemporary rock, country

and Jazz. Up-to-date news, weather and

sports are also available to local listeners.

Under station manager Dave Mayall,

WSHC operated under a Top 40 (4-8 p.m.)/

Album Rock (8-12 p.m.) format this past

year. Also Mayall hosted along with Nancy

Hill an informative afternoon program, which

was well received by the campus audience.

The show was broadcast from 11:30 to

12:30 every Monday and Friday afternoon

and ran the gamut in radio entertainment.

Everything from the latest campus hap-

penings to detailed concert information

from 'The Rock's" won Terry "C." was

presented in order to keep the Shepherd

student one step ahead.

The good sounds were provided (when

everything was working!) in the evenings by

DJ's Mayall, Hill, "C", John Hancock, Rita

Cannon, Dave Plume, Ralph Petrie, Jeff

Curtis, Owen (My Man) McPherson and

prestigious Pat Brown.

If you're in search of sounds like Fleet-

wood Mac. Bad Company, Foreigner, The

Brothers Johnson, Hall and Oates, Peter

Frampton or even Glen Campbell, just tune

your receiver to 88.7 Sunday through

Thursday nights. WSHC promises to please!

Terry Cornwell

Announcer Terry Cornwell provides detailed concert

information on FM 88. 7.

The WSHC D-J's: (Clockwise

Cornwell. Nancy Hill. Owen
from top)

McPherson,

Terry

Dave

Plume. Pat Brown,

Manager Dave Mayall.

Rita Cannon, and Station
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Physical Education
Doing his part for the Student Nurses. Coach Parker

has his blood pressure examined at the Blood Pressure

Clinic.







Professors Emeritus

Dr. Millard Bushong

Professor John Duffy, instructor of Busi-

ness Administration, was brougf)t to Shep-

herd by Division Chairman Charles Printz.

"He felt it might be interesting to have a

Harvard Graduate here," says Professor

Duffy with a laugh.

One of three retiring faculty. Professor

Duffy is "looking forward to new challenges."

"I've liked being an instructor and I've

enjoyed the students. I could see how they've

changed and developed and can feel a little

satisfaction in being a part of this develop-

ment. I'll miss this," he says.

In regards to Shepherd, Professor Duffy is

quite positive.

"I think Shepherd is a real nice college.

It's a friendly school and from my observa-

tion, it has improved year after year. And

even though the students wouldn't admit it,

I think they realize it.

"

Professor Henry Perry

A native of Jefferson County, Dr. Millard

Bushong, professor of History, has spent

most of his life in the valley. Many of

those years have been passed at Shepherd.

This year. Dr. Bushong is retiring, but it is

not something he dreads,

"I am looking forward to my retirement.

I've been postponing things like reading and

writing for too long," says Dr. Bushong.

"With a regular work load it's hard to find

time for everything. I'll miss the students, of

course, but I'll have enough hobbies to fill

in the time I'd normally spend with them."

Dr. Bushong feels that the main problem

facing Shepherd's faculty is trying "to

motivate our students.

"

"Many students are poorly prepared and

don't know what they want do do," he says.

'The faculty try to have high standards

and then the students complain that we're

unreasonable.

"

In his opinion, however, the main problem

here is that "many students come to Shep-

herd without realizing that learning requires

effort and that this can be rewarding, but

the effort must be made."

'They (the students) don't want to work.

Many don't realize that there is a difference

between memorizing and thinking.

"A teacher has a definite responsibility

for helping students to learn and that

responsibility extends beyond just presenting

materials and lectures in class. I want to help

them LEARN. .

."

When asked it any humorous experience

concerning a student stands out in his mind.

Professor Duffy replied,

"I'd like to think of my days as filled

with amusing incidents. I really can't pick out

any single student or day."

"I hate to say it, but I'm tickled pink.

I love my students and teaching, but I've

got so many things planned that I've been

wanting to do."

The speaker is professor Henry Perry,

Assistant Professor of Journalism. The topic

is retirement, which after 1 7 years at Shep-

herd, he faces this semester.

Professor Perry is a transplant of Texas,

but he "loves West Virginia and West

Virginians more than any other place or

people on earth." He fondly refers to those

as "my people."

After many years in education Professor

Perry believes that there is "no such thing

as teaching."

It's all a matter of learning. The teacher

can love, guide, and inspire, but the process

is one of learning. I don't think the term

As for his own philosophy towards

teaching. Dr. Bushong feels that "history is

just naturally interesting, and if it's dull it's

because we make it that way."

'The teacher should try to enrich his

offering with outside work.

"

Dr. Bushong has had many humorous ex-

periences during his stint at Shepherd.

"Many students have no idea of chron-

ology. Once I was lecturing about Henry VIII

and his six wives. I was also telling about

some of my experiences in England and told

of having dinner with Lady Astor.

"Later when I asked to identify Lady

Astor on a test, one student said she was

a wife of Henry VIII.

"I know the student's think I'm old. but

I'm not that old!!", says Dr. Bushong with a

laugh.

ProfessorJohn Duffy

"instructor" should be applied because it

suggests the funneling in of material," says

Professor Perry.

When asked what he feels the major

problem facing the faculty of Shepherd is

today, he replied simply,

"Creating an intellectual climate."

Professor Perry is a lover of people and

says that he has "never met a human, or

any other form of life, that was not good in

many, many respects.

"

He enjoys life fully and finds a silver

lining to every dark cloud.

Speaking of his humorous experiences at

Shepherd, Professor Perry quoted that "there

were plenty of them.

"

"I've certainly done a lot of laughing here,

but always with someone and never at

them."
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This page is dedicated to tlie memory

of Dr. Jotin E. Knipe, Associate Professor

of Education and ProfessorJesse Riggleman,

Assistant Professor of Ptiysical Education.

It is also dedicated to the enlightenment

of the human mind; an endeavor to

which these men devoted their lives.

With deep respect and appreciation

Goodbye, for now.



Doing The Honors
Academic initiative is one quality admired

by many and held by few. Shepherd College

believes firmly in honoring those who have

this quality and does so thru the Dean's .Biai,.

List, departmental awards. Who's Who, and "SSSS!

scholarships. The greatest scholastic honor. liss;;!

however, is the recognition of one as a SSSSSsl

McMurran Scholar. All of these distinctions

must be earned thru outstanding academic

achievements. Those honored have deserved

recognition. „

In addition to awards. Shepherd hosts six afi;

honor fraternities and two recognition fra-

ternities. These establish firm initiation re-

quirements so that only the most dedicated

students are made members. ^ -PSa*.-/

The six honor fraternities are Alpha Beta

Alpha (Library). Kappa Delta Pi (Educa-

tion). Lambda lota Tau (Literature). Mu
Alpha Theta (Mathematics). Phi Alpha Theta

(History), and Phi Kappa Delta (Forensics).... . , , With entertainment by the Shepherd Choir, the cere-
The two recognition fraternities are Alpha „ . c- », ,^ mony honoring the McMurran Scholars begins

Psi Omega (Drama) and Kappa Omicron Pi

(Home Economics). These are all nationally

recognized fraternities and entry is an estab-

lished honor. The McMurran Scholars
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Kappa

micron Pi
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All in the line of duty, two stu-

dent nurses bide their time at the

Blood Pressure Clinic

Beyond the Classroom
When a student decides his major, often

he feels the need to do more in that field

than in-class study. This is when that stu-

dent goes beyond the classroom, and into

the arms of a departmental club. These

clubs are established as extentions of their

department. Students meet and take an

active role in deciding how they feel their

major should affect their lives. Much is

learned and gained. The time put in is well

worth the experience taken out.

Shepherd boasts thirteen departmental

clubs: Social Welfare Assoc.; Student Nurses

Assoc.; Park and Recreation Assoc.; Political

Science Club; M.E.N.C. (Music); Phi Epsilon

Kappa (P.E.); SAHPER (Health, P.E., and

Recreation); W.RA. (Women's Recreation

Assoc.); Home Economics Club; Beta lota

Omicron (Science); Sigma Pi Epsilon (Chem-

istry); International Relations Club; and

Student Education Assoc. Different require-

ments must be met in order to become a

member of one of these groups.

Departmental Clubs 9

1



Beyond the Classroom
cont.

Though social in nature, study is still required of

departmental club members. Those with special career

interests often join these groups.

Gone are the caldrons of

yesteryear — the Chemistry

Club strikes a modern pose

in 77.

•»fT T, V Cf Mn Fe Co Hi Cu Zn G« On ikv Br K,

Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh pd Ag CO In Sn Sb Tc I Xc

.,*!, °* "9 Ti Pb 8, Po At inn
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'Twas a

THE SHEPHERD
Athletes are a special breed. They are looked upon to represent us by dis-

playing qualities of courage and fortitude. In the past year, there were those

who represented Shepherd well with their endeavors in the challenge of

athletics.

And then there were those who went beyond the call of duty. Usually

they're called superstars or lifesavers. Or depending on the situation, even

SUPERHEROES.
Shepherd had its share of superheroes in all phases of athletics. One tends

to think of a comic book or television character when he hears the term, but

as any Ram fan will attest. Shepherd superheroes were for real.

Coaches tend to frown upon such identification. They feel team sports

should stay that way — as a team. Certainly this argument is valid, but

coaches Barr and Starkey as well as other Shepherd mentors will have to

agree there were some performances in the past season that were of super-

heroic proportions.

One of many cases in point, is that of Howard Hammen. The 5-7, 175

pound freshman tailback was the smallest player on Shepherd's gridiron

squad. However, his desire and dedication were of much larger measurement.

His heroics began in the sixth game against West Virginia Tech. The

Baltimore native had rushed four times for 66 yards and two touchdowns. Pre-

viously, he was a non-starter for the Rams, playing on special teams.

The next game, he didn't score, but he went near 100 yards in rushing

again and set up two touchdowns in the Rams' 17-0 whitewashing of

West Liberty.

The little warrior paced the Rams to another win the next week as he was

on the receiving end of two Rick Kingsbury aerials for two more touchdowns

in a 28- 10 win over Bluefield.

In the season's final conference game against Northern Division rival Salem,

the runty running back open the Ram's scoring with a nine-yard run for yet

another touchdown. This paved the way for Shepherd's win en route to a well

deserved WVC Northern title.

Like all heroes, Hammen is modest. He later reflected, "I don't think I was

the main reason we had such a good season. It was just a matter of everyone

pulling together as a team. I don't think you can point out one individual for

being responsible for the success of a whole team."

Hammen had a teammate who performed Herculean tasks as well. In fact,

he has been a Shepherd superhero for four years on the gridiron. His punts

have been a priceless commodity for the Shepherd defense as any opposing

mentor will tell you.

Larry Hersh deservedly ended his four year stint under coach Walter Barr

by playing on the best team in Shepherd's history.

Week after week, his booming spirals kept opponents pinned back in their

own territory. He was observed by professional scouts, who make it a

living looking for that special athlete with talent— a superhero if you will.

Hersh is a versatile performer.. In his career as a Ram, he played no less

than four positions at one time or another. Most evident of that fact was his

play in the Civitan Bowl.

The Rams won their 10th of 1 2 bowls in a slophole. A torrential downpour

before and during the game prevented Madison and Shepherd from playing out

any kind ofgame plan.

In these three-yards-and-a-splash-of-mud conditions, it was Hersh who

won defensive player of the game honors with his eight punts (all over 45

yards long) and a key interception.

Challace McMillin, Madison coach, later commented as he wrung out his

soaken togs, "Hersh was the difference. Without him, we're in position to

score a lot more times than we were." Similar accolades have been ac-

corded to the one-time national punting champion by other coaches who have

lost.
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season for

SUPERHEROES
In true superhero fashion, Hersh, is retrospect, commented, "I'm glad I

was able to contribute my part to our great season. We all knew before the

season started, we had a shot at going all the way. Coach Barr wouldn't let

us forget it either. He never gave up on us.

"

Autumn's superheroes at Shepherd weren't always on the football field.

John Hamilton, a freshman phenomona, came out of nowhere to become the

Rams' top finisher in several cross country races.

Before the cross country season began, he had gone through strenous

workouts only to suffer a leg injury, which delayed his coming out for the team.

Once he arrived, coach Harry Young's running Rams improved their fortunes.

When asked who was a superhero on the women's volleyball team, all

of her teammates repeatedly mentioned the name of freshman Phyliss Miller.

Her diving saves and outstanding play at the net won her the praise of team-

mates and foes alike.

She later revealed, "When you play for a team, you should share the good

times and the bad times alike. The reason we did so well in the state tourna-

ment was because we worked so well together. It's really unfair to single

out one player for all the credit."

It seems modesty abounds in superheroes.

Talent does too, as evidenced by Patti Hedges. The slim sophomore netter

finished with the best mark among all of the lady Ram's tennis squad. Her

6- 1 record was one reason Coach Roger Parker's team had its best season

ever.

Hedges slipped past the first two rounds of competition in the state

tournament. In the finals, she lost by the same scores she had won by pre-

viously, 6-4, 6-2.

"I don't consider myself a superstar or anything like that. There are so many
other players better than me. Sally (Wartherj could have had a fantastic

season if she hadn't played such tough competition ..." Hedges pointed

out with modesty.

Pete McCloskey was Shepherd's answer to Aqua-Man as he set eight

school swimming marks. If anyone deserves superhero status, it is he. Along

with the relay team of Cathy Murphy, Carol Twigg, Kim Davis, and Jill

Jennings, McCloskey headed the group that coach Rick Gibson called, "the

best swimmers I have ever coached.

"

The past winter saw several superheroes on the basketball court. Most
notable was Gilbert Allen, who single-handedly carried the Rams in the

absence of super shooter Rodney Sewell. Allen led the Shepherd quintet in

scoring and rebounding.

Bob Dickman and Jeff Cook can't go unmentioned. Dickman won two
games with last second shots while Cook's final-second tip-in gave the

Rams a 71 -70 win over West Liberty.

And who can forget Joe Spencer's 15-point, 14-rebound performance

against Fairmont?

The leading scorer in Shepherd basketball was not any the aforementioned,

nor their teammates. Instead, it was vivacious Vicki Harbough, who averaged

over 22 points a game. Her performances led the lady cagers to a satisfying

season.

The songs of spring brought forth names like Tim Smith and Wayne Wilson.

Smith equaled his school mark and state record in the 120 highs while

Wilson set a new mark ( 1 0.0) in the 1 00.

The Zaieski brothers. Bill and Joe, set the pace for a fine golf season with

several first-place finishes, while Kurt Brown and Stock Wright did likewise for

men's tennis.

Twas a season for the Shepherd Superheroes!'

Terry Cornwell

i
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And the Goal was Coal

Not many prognosticators picked the

Rams to win their Northern Division title.

Most saw the Rams finishing behind Fair-

mont and Salem in the WVC's most com-

petitive division.

Nearly three months later, Barr's brigade

left everyone gasping as it compiled J 0-2

record with seven straight wins. The Rams
moved steadily from a 16th ranking in the

NAIA's poll until they achieved a fifth

place notching, which enabled them to be-

come eligible for the national playoffs. Shep-

herd was also named the NAIA's top team

in the Northeast Region.

Despite topping Frostburg 28-14 in the

first game, the Rams looked like anything

but a team that would reap honors by the

season s end.

"We didn't look good at all. We made
too many mistakes" Barr said afterwards.

Shepherd coughed up three fumbles and

was assessed with 102 yards in penalties.

Hardly a performance befitting a Northern

Division winner. Yet, it wasn't as bad as

it may have seemed.

The Rams' defense, as would all season,

forced the opposing offense into several

mistakes. Shepherd recovered four fumbles

and picked off three passes. The Gold and

Blue gave up 196 yards also.

On the offensive side, the Rams Jumped

to a 14-0 first quarter lead as Jim Mac-

Farlane and Wayne Wilson latched on to

scoring passes of 19 and 26 yards from

Rick Kinsbury. Shepherd was never headed

after that. Kingsbury tried a 63-yard field

goal which hit the goal post on the way

down. Had he made it, it would have

broken his own state collegiate mark of 55

yards.

'The King" did hit his next try — a 48-

yarder against West Va. Wesleyan the next

week to pace the Rams to a 16-6 win. The

gutty quarterback gave Shepherd a 10-0

halftime lead as he sneaked in from the one.

Greg Warfield made it 16-0 as he bulled



over from the one. The Bobcats managed a

score in the closing moments to avert a

shutout.

Ba/l-hawking defense clinched the Rams'

third win of the year. A 14-7 decision over

Randolph-Macon in Ashland, Va., came as a

result of the Gold and Blue's recoveries of

two fumbles deep in Yellow Jacket territory.

Bunky Black scored on a six-yard pass

and Warfield did likewise on a two-yard run

in the third quarter to cement another win.

But the defense proved to be the deciding

factor as it turned back four Macon drives

with interceptions. They forced 17 miscues

while making only six themselves.

The Concord Mountain Lions handed the

Rams their initial defeat of the season as

Kingsbury, hampered by a rib injury. Just

missed a 40-yard field goal with 27 seconds

left.

The 9-7 loss saw the Rams' Larry Hersh's

44.2-yard punting average wasted as Con-

cord's Terry Hughes connected on a 32-

yard field goal to make up for a missed extra

point. The three pointer came with a little

over five minutes left in the game. Until then,

the Rams owned a 7-6 lead on Warfield's

one-yard plunge.

Despite wet weather conditions. Shepherd

maintained its Civitan Bowl mastery the next

week and started its seven-game string with

a 6-0 effort over Madison in muddy Mar-

tinsburg. Wilson gained 106 yards and the

most valuable offensive player award. His 52

yards in a third quarter drive set up

Warfield's one-yard scoring dive.

Hersh was named the outstanding defen-

sive player for his driving punts which pene-

trated the pouring rains and kept the Dukes

bottled up in their own territory. He also

picked off a pass to kill a Duke drive.

Little freshman Howard Hammen sparked

Shepherd to its victory over West Va. Tech

the next week. 'The Hammer" drove for 66

yards and two touchdowns. Wilson and War-

field added TDs to pace a 25-10 decision.

The Ram offense rolled up 323 yards as

compared to the Golden Bears' 178. Ham-

men's 43-yard runner put a complete damper

on Tech's homecoming.

Homecoming for Shepherd fans was a lot

brighter the next week as the Ram defense

collected its second shutout. West Liberty

was victimized 17-0 by a stingy defensive

unit which allowed only 103 total yards and

pilfered two passes.

It was homecoming time again the next

week for Bluefield, which the Rams easily

downed 28- 1 0. The Shepherd secondary had

a field day as it picked off five errant

aerials to up its season total to 22. Ham-

men snared two scoring passed to Kings-

bury. Hernandeze Williams and Kingsbury

added touchdowns in the second half to

complete the scoring.

The Rams now stood 7- 1 and faced two

major obstacles on the road to a WVC
championship — namely Fairmont State and

Salem.

They would not be overcome easily. The

Falcons had lost only once to Shepherd in

the last 20 years. Besides they were play-

ing at home, where they rarely lost. Salem?

The Tigers were merely the champions of

the WVC and runners-up in the NAIA cham-

pionship game a year ago. It was a stiff row

Bringing the opposition to a grinding halt is a Larry

Salley (§80) specialty.

to hoe indeed!

Lo and behold, the Rams came out on

top 10-7 in a closely contested battle.

Bob Bonneville's recovery of a Tinker Jack-

son fumble at the Fairmont six set up

Warfield's four-yard scoring rumble in the

initial period.

The Falcons would lose two more fumbles

and an interception. That pick-off by Ron

Proctor was inevitable as the Rams strangled

Fairmont's ground game by allowing only

two yards. Barr called the effort "one of the

best defensive performances I have ever

seen."

Kingsbury's 26-yard field goal in the third

quarter proved to be the winning margin as

Bob Horback scored for the Falcons on an

eight-yard sweep in the fourth quarter.

Fairmont threatened to score twice more,

but it only met a stone wall, led by Mike

Daye, in key situations.

Now only Salem remained. The same

Tiger team (nee Ail-American Jack Delo-

plane) that disheveled Shepherd 27-0 a year

ago was tough as ever as they visited

Ram country November 6 with an 8-0-1

record and a fourth-place ranking in the

NAIA national poll.

The Rams in the meantime had climbed to

ninth place in the association's poll.

Thus the stage was set for a battle

between "two of the finest small college

teams anywhere" according to many re-

porters.

Before a roaring Parents' Day crowd, the

Rams toppled the Tigers 17-13. "In terms of

national recognition, this is the most im-

portant game we have ever won" Barr said.

The Tigers scored midway through the

initial period when quarterback Dave Wright

sprinted up the middle 16 yards for a TD.

At that time, the Rams were being outgained

128-5 in total yardage.

In fact, the Rams lost the statistics

battle by a large margin. But they won the

real battle in the second quarter as they

dominated it from start to finish.

1976 FOOTBALL RESULTS
28 . . FROSTBURG STATE . . .14

16 . . . W.VA. WESLEYAN . . .6

14 . . RANDOLPH-MACON . .7

7 .... CONCORD. . . . 9

6 .... MADISON. . . .

25 W.VA. TECH. . . . 10

17 . . . WEST LIBERTY. . .

28 . . . . BLUEFIELD. . . . 10

10 . . FAIRMONT STATE . . .7

17 SALEM 13

30 . . SALISBURY STATE . . .13

COAL BOWL
7 CONCORD .... 21

Football 101
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7'/7e 7576 flams — (front) Mike Burke. Chuck Dorsey.

Rich Chaney. Dave Jackson. Rick Kingsbury,

Pat Dorsey. Matt Long. Bob Bonneville. Larry Hersh

(Row 2) Bruce Pyke. Jim MacFarland. Kenny Arbogast.

Mike Daye. Dave Neill. Jerry Combs. Irvin Black. Art

Stewart (Row 3) Gary Sullivan. John Forbes. Barry

Lattimer. Jim Blick. Wayne Wilson. Sam Stanton. Ron
Proctor. Larry Salley (Row 4) Don Drew. John Kator.

Wayne Williams. Brian Mullins. Gordon Leib. Greg

Warfield. Steve Trout. (Row 5) Bruce Widdows. Howard
Hammen. John Clayton. Ken Belchick. Hernandaze

Williams. Don Ross, Stockton Wright. (Row 6) Dennis

Hill. John Lewis, Fred Dorsey, Larry Jehle. Joel

Wilson, Bob Cary. Mike Sturman (Row 7) Eddie Casto.

Dewey Guida. Tim Cook, Jeff Carey, Mike Falkenhan,

David Huffman, Guy Yoho. (Row 8} John Josephs

(mgr.), Steve Serio (mgr), Jim Kotonis (trainer),

Gerard Lawrence, Alvin Clark, Jeff Maley (mgr.),

Tom Fehmel (mgr.) (Row 9) Van Hamm (mgr.).

Steve Barnisky (head trainer), Larry Slade (asst

coach), Mike Jacobs (asst. coach), Walter Barr (head

coach), Mark McHale (asst coach). Al Lueck (asst.

coach).

And the Goal was Coal

A 75-Yard drive was capped off by Ham-
men's 9-yard sweep into ttie end zone de-

spite two defenders hanging all over him.

On the ensuing Salem possession, line-

backer Matt Long, who led the Rams in

tackles and interceptions, broke thru to

smother a punt on the Salem eight. Three

straight powering drives by Warfield pro-

vided the go-ahead TD.

Once more Shepherd stopped the Tiger

offensive and drove to the Salem 26, where

'The King" punched thru a field goal to give

the Rams an unrelinquishing lead. The suc-

cessfully held back the powerful Tigers for

the remainder of the game.

The Northern Division crown was theirs/If

Barr's troops annihilated visiting Salis-

"The scoreboard is wrong???!!"

Fleet-footed Hammen outruns his pursuers.



bury State the next week, 30-13. in an al-

most anti-climatic contest. Still, the win

enabled them to move into the NAIA top five.

The first annual Coal Bowl pitted the

Rams against the only team that could beat

them during the course of the season —
Concord.

The Mountain Lions brought a 7-3 mark

into the game vs. the Rams 10-1 record.

Shepherd's hopes for a national playoff

bid were quickly dashed as Concord handed

the Rams a disheartening 21-7 loss. Tony

Liscomb scored on a 1 -yard run in the second

quarter. The 7-0 margin was expanded as the

second half kickoff was returned 91 yards

by the 'Cat's Carlos Lee.

Kingsbury scored the only points for the

Rams with a 3-yard run in the third canto.

The score was set up by a 35-yard pass play

from Kingsbury to MacFarlane.

Defensively, the Rams allowed 285 yards,

but Pat Dorsey's pickoff in the second quarter

gave the Shepherd defense a season total

of 25— tops in the nation.

Dorsey was one of eight seniors who were

vital parts in the Ram machine. Hersh and

Kingsbury, who Barr called "the best pair of

kickers in the country" will go the gradua-

tion route as will Mike Burke, Bob Bon-

neville, Rich Chaney, and Dave Jackson.

The "Goal of Coal" was not achieved,

but not many expected the Rams to reach

that far.

And only time will tell how much farther

they will go.
A wet Warfield encourages his team

Courtesy of blocks by Wilson and Pyke. Dave Neal rambles for big yardage vs. West Liberty. Savvy Sam Stanton nabs a Hilltopper in open field.
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Between trumpet and sax, the Pom
Poms flash their stuff.

Jerry Zimmerman directs the tVlarching

Rams in a musical finale.

Retiring band and Pom Pom members together one
last time: Julie Cummings, Ann Melville. Meri Cole,

and Lynda Sheppard. Marching Rams 105



SETTING A PATH
The going was rather tough for the Shep-

herd harriers this fall. Coach Harry Young's

Rams could only manage two wins in eight

meets.

"We have a basically young team. Every-

one gained some valuable experience to say

the least" Young attests. If education comes

in tribulation, then the Rams are well-learned.

The running Rams were overpowered in

their opener against George Mason Univer-

sity. John Stevens was the first Ram finisher

with a 31 59 time.

Young felt his team "didn't run that bad",

but the Patriots proved to be too much for

Shepherd.

Ram fortunes remained pretty much the

same throughout the year despite the emer-

gence of freshman John Hamilton. He literal-

ly came out of nowhere to become Shep-

herd's top runner. Hamilton 's unfortunate fall

in the WVIAC meet cost the Rams a higher

ranking, but they were still able to edge out

West Virginia Tech.

Earlier, the Rams finished ahead of Mor-

ris Harvey by a score of 21 1 -219 in the West

Liberty Invitational for their only other win.

Again, Hamilton was the top finisher as he

clocked in at 32:19 for a 36th-place finish.

He was followed by John Stevens, Chris

Seymour, Stan Roach and Pete Suica.

It was a season of patience for the Rams.

For Coach Young, for his young runners and

for their followers. Perhaps in the not too

distant future, the running Rams will con-

ceivably set a pace of victory.

(Right) Coach Young jogs with opponents from Eastern

Mennonite, and (left), checks Stan Roach's time at the

finish.

•

. 'if. ''i!''706 Cross Country



The Running Rams await the arrival of their foe

at Antietam National Battlefield.

The 1976 Harriers (front) John Stevens. Chris

Seymour and Tom Beall (Back) Ron Suica, Tim

Smith, Tom Burke and Stan Roach.

Cross Country



Albert Middleton lofts a hook shot over Concord's center

during the Ram's 92-89 loss in round one of the WVIAC
tourney

To put the responsibility of an entire sea-

son's results on one player is unfair and

unethical by coaching standards. Yet when

probable Ail-American Rodney Sewell broke

his foot in the twelfth game of the season,

little did anyone dream of the dramatic con-

sequences that would follow.

The Rams' basketball team finished 14-9;

a far cry from the previous year's 33-3 fin-

ish. But one can't expect a team to follow a

phenomenal act like that. With the high-

scoring Sewell out, the Rams fell below the

20-win mark for the first time in five years.

A rash of injuries, the inexperience of the

younger players forced into starting roles and

the nemisis of poor officiating all contributed

to the Rams' fall from a lofty NAIA seventh

place ranking.

All things considered, coach Bob Starkey

was satisfied his team finished as well as it

did.

The season had a promising start. The

Rams tackled national power Malone Col-

lege in the Wheeling Tip-Off Tourney. With

Sewell's 32 points. Shepherd was never

behind and came out 84- 70 winners.

Next came the challenge of hosting

Wheeling Cardinals led by high-flying Rod
Gaddy. The Rams came from behind as

tournament MVP Sewell hit four free throws

in the last 40 seconds to ice the title.

Sewell easily won the battle of the "Hot

Rods" as he outscored Gaddy 31-21 . He was

named to the All-Tournament team along

with Larry Cain and Mike Philippi. Early in

the contest, Sewell became only the second

player to break the 2000-point barrier here.

Free throws made the difference in the

next game as the Rams downed the visiting

Mounties of Mt. Saint Mary's, 76-73. The

Blue and Gold netted 20 of 26 foul shots as

compared to the Mount's nine of 21

.

Sewell again led the way with 29 points

while Philippi excelled as a playmaker, hand-

ing out 10 assists.

"Hot Rod" led the Rams in scoring with

25 the next contest, but the visiting Senators

Hot Rod pumps in two of his 25 points against Davis

and Elkins in an upset loss to the Senators.

of D & E took advantage of 28 Ram turn-

overs to win 84-80.

Conference rival Fairmont topped the

visiting Rams as usual. This time by a 63-56

margin. The Falcons trailed early in the sec-

ond half but came back despite 18 points

from Gilbert Allen.

Don Stinette's turnaround jumper with

two seconds left clinched a 91-89 decision

over Alderson-Broaddus. Sewell once more

led the visitors with a 31 -point performance.

For Stinnette, his shot was old hat. It was

the third time in his career he had won a



Freshman Ivan Dert fires over Fairmount's Carr in Shep-

herd's 60-58 win.

game in the last seconds.

A second half dry spell didn't prevent

Starkey's charges from gaining their fifth

win; they punished Otterbein 73-61. The

Rams went without a field goal for 1

1

minutes at one time, but they held on.

Despite an ankle injury, Sewell led all

scorers with 27 counters.

Frank Moten and fellow freshman Cain led

the Rams past West Liberty on Dec. 1 7 with

16 and 18 points respectively. Stinnette

also contributed 16 for the Sewell-less herd,

which came away 89-69 winners.

Rodney Sewell sits in solitude as his teammates map out

strategy. A broken foot prevented his breaking the

school record.

Before Christmas, Randolph-Macon dealt

Shepherd a jolt as the visiting Jackets won
easily, 84-66. An ice-cold first half proved to

be the difference for the Rams.

Monmouth College (NJ.) topped Shep-

herd in its own classic on January 5, but the

Rams bounced back to take Edinboro 84-79

in the consolation. The emergence of fresh-

man Ivan Dent proved to be a pleasant sur-

prise during the tourney. The lanky freshman
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Success, but . .

.

popped in 20 points in two appearances.

Toppling nationally ranked and undefeated

Bluefield State on January 8 was one of the

highi points of the season. But the 69-64

win proved to be a low point as well, as

Shepherd lost the services of Sewell.

The stellar career of the Prince Frederick

native was painfully aborted. During his

stint with Starkey. the Rams went 91-18.

"It hurts when you lose 27 points out of your

lineup like that" Starkey admitted.

The pain began the very next game of the

road trip. The Rams were reduced to three

available players in the final moments against

Morris Harvey in Charleston. Injuries and

officials took their toll as the Golden Eagles

prevailed 72-59.

Later Starkey commented on the 32 fouls

assessed to his team. "It's like someone

tying you up and beating your family. There's

nothing you can do but stand there and

watch it.

"

Salisbury took two overtimes to finish the

Rams a week later. The hosting Sea Gulls

carved out a 71-70 victory despite Allen's

1 5 points and 15 rebounds.

Allen led the way with 22 points against

Glenville on January 26, but the Pioneers

coasted over the visiting Blue and Gold,

92-73.

The road trip ended on a better note.

84

89

76

80

56

91

73

89

66

86

84

69

59

70

73

80
71

60

80

78

87

80

89

Malone 70

. Wheeling 80
Mt. St. Mary's . ... 73

Davis and Elkins . . . 84

Fairmont 63

Alderson-Broaddus . . . 89
. . Otterbein 61

. .West Liberty . ... 69

Randolph-Macon . . . 84
. . Monmouth 94

. Edinboro 77

. . Bluefield 64

. Morris Harvey . ... 72

. . Salisbury 71

. . Glenville 92

. George Mason . ... 79

West Liberty . ... 70

. . Fairmont 58

. . . Salem 79

. . . Salem 79

. George Mason . ... 70

. . Dominican 49
WVC TOURNAMENT

. . .Concord 92
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The 1977 Rams finished with a 14-9 mark with: (front)

Kirdell Woodyard, Larry Cain, Mike Philippi, Bob Dick-

man. Ivan Dent, and Keith King. (Row 2) Rodney Sewell,

Don Stinnetts, Gilbert Allen, Jeff Cook, Albert Middle-

ton, Joe Spencer (Row 3) Coach Bob Starkey, Frank

Moten, Chuck Hipp, Dave Owens. Assistant Eric Cook

Against George Mason University, super

sub Bob Dickman fired in a 20-feet jumper

at the buzzer to give the Rams an 80-79

decision. Two nights later, in Montgomery,

Jeff Cook's tip-in with seven seconds left

knocked off the Hilltoppers for the second

time in the season.

The Rams came home to meet the ever-

tough Fairmont Falcons. On Jan. 31 , a date

local eager fans will remember for a long

time. Shepherd prevailed 60-58. It was the

first time in 1 1 years that Joe Retton's club

had fell to a panhandle team.

Joe Spencer couldn't have picked a better

game to turn in the game of his collegiate

career. The rugged forward netted 15 points

and pulled down 14 rebounds. Allen was the

game's high scorer with 16.

Salem came to Sara Cree Hall three nights

later and almost went home with a win.

Big Joe Spencer tips in a missed shot in the Ram's

84-66 loss to Randolph-Macon.

It's not "the Great Pumpkin", but only Gilbert Allen as

he attempts to retrieve a loose shot in WVIAC tourney

action.
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Success, but . .

.

Shepherd hung on for an 80-79 conquest. A
frantic rally failed to give the Rams a win

against the Tigers a few days later as the

Salem crew won a nipper, 79-78.

Behind Spencer's season-high 30 points,

the Blue and Gold dumped George Mason

87-70. For the Patriots, it was a long ride

home.

It was even a longer ride home for Domin-

ican's Demons of New York. The Rams
squashed them 80-49 in the season finale.

Blackwater Falls: one of many road stops for the Rams.

Sewell scores 2 more on a breakaway vs. D&E.



For the seventh time in the last eight games,

Allen was the high scorer, this time with 20

points.

Before the 40th annual WVC tourney in

Charleston, the Rams were happily antici-

pating the competition that lay ahead. They

had no Sewell, but they were beginning to

jell as a unit.

When it was over, they were resigned to

a 14-9 finish and Starkey almost resigned.

The Jordan brothers pinned 35 personals on

the Rams, who fell in overtime to Concord,

92-89. "I've had all I can take of these small

Stinnette puts one in vs D&E.

Spencer lays one in at Charleston's Civic Center.

I

Mike Phillipi dazes all with his quick moves

Men's Basketball 113

college officials. The way I feel right now, I

think that's it for me. I'm ready to quit right

now" an exasperated Starkey sighed after

the contest.

The Ram mentor reconsidered to the

relief of all and he'll be ready to take the

reins once more.

Phillipi. Sewell and Stinnette will be

missed. How do you replace people who
have set the all-time conference record in

assists and school records in scoring?

The Rams will do it. vows Starkey and

his followers, no matter what.



Counter clockwise: Vickie Brown. Sandy Ram cheerleaders bound off of court during

Starkey, Betsy Walker. Patty Rowland, Mitsy Charleston Tournament.

Chambers. Cindy Gano (center).



Pom Poms provide some halftime highstepping





Sh»ph»rd'a man's swim utn, under first comch Rk* G«teon, smA> «noM«r

winning stason Pictured on row on* ar* Steve Lehr. MMr* Lewis. Cortey end Jeff

Seger. On row two are Coach Rick Gibson. Al Herlinger. Jon Hartman. managaf Dare

Richafdson. Pete McClaskey and Glenn Bell.

M^of0 th0 stason started, swimming

coach Rick Gibson stated the success of the

team would depend on the development of

the younger competitors of the aquatic Rams.

Some of the men swimmers executed well

and some didn't. But it remains without

question that the Shepherd tankmen could

not have done as well as they did (4-8} with-

out the services of one Pete McCloskey.

Gibson put it best when he commented,

"Pete is a great individual with a ht of skill

for a person with only three years of swim-

ming experience. I wish I had about four or

five other swimmers with his attitude and
ability."

The Oxon Hill, Md. senior achieved ten

school tank marks in his three years of com-
petition at Shepherd. He transferred from

Mt. Saint Mary's, where he "got interested

in competitwe swimming as'a lifeguard." The

Rams were aff the better for it as the 6-2,

170-pounder just miaeed making the

nationals in Mmneaota.

His last two marks vtere set in the state

meet in Charleston. In the 1650 freestyle,

he set records with a he/fway time of 1 0: 1 0.6

and a final clocking of 18:38. 7.

Other marks include a 51.3 time in the

100 yard freestyle and a 1:54.3 mark in the

200 yard freestyle.

Other members of the team finisfted with

successful campaigns as well. John Koepke

was a consistent winrter in the diving events

and the 400 yard freestyle. Steve Lehr also

accounted for several wins m tfw 200 yard

breaststroke.

Jeff Sager set personal marks in the 200
yard individual medley and the 500 yard free-

style. Pat Curley garnered several points

for the Rants with wins in the 200- artd SCO-

yard freestyle as Hwtf as the 200 yard butter-

fly.

Mike Lewis and Jon Hartman t^so set

personal records in individual and relay races.

Last, but certainly not least, were the

achievements of Kim Davis and Carol Twigg.

These ladies filled in admirably on the men's

team with record-breaking performances.

Davis set a new women's mark in the 200
yd. medley with a time of 2:30 while Twigg

set records in the 200- and 500-yard free-

styles.

With nearly everyone returning (except

McCloskeyh Gibson is looking forward to

continued improving performances. With the

addition of 2 junior college Ail-Americans,

the Rams are headed for success.
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These Rams Really Raised a Racket

Above Stock Wright comes to the net in a win over

Catholic Below: John Koepke lunges for a practice

serve

From fourth place to conference champion

is quite a leap to make in a year's time, but

then the 1976 Rams were quite a team.

Under coach Roger Parker, the same team

that finished fourth in the 1975 state tourna-

ment took its first WVIAC tennis title ever.

The win earned the Shepherd netters a

trip to the University of Missouri in Kansas

City. Mo. for the NAIA championships. How-

ever, the Rams did not fare as well there as

everyone lost in the first round.

Parker summed up his team's feelings by

stating afterwards. "We're just happy to be

here. We knew the competition would be

tough. I think we handled it pretty well. I

mean nobody was getting blown off the

courts. It shows that we can handle the play

of some of the bigger schools."

Riding 9-3 mark into the conference play-

offs, the Rams racked up 29 points to beat

out defending champion West Liberty. Num-

ber two seed Stockton Wright won the state

title at that position. He also teamed up with

Kurt Brown to take the state doubles champ-

ionship.

Other state champions for Shepherd

included number three man John Koepke,

who teamed with Jay Steckman to win

the title in third-seeded doubles.

Sixth seeded Pat Dorsey won the state

title as well to contribute to the Rams' win-

ning point total. The Rams' 29 points marked

the first time in 13 years that West Liberty

or Morris Harvey had not represented the

WVIAC at the nationals.

The Rams arrived at their peak from fine

regular season play. After dropping the open-

er to a tough VMI squad. Parker's crew

shutout its next five opponents and didn't

lose a match until Catholic University, a

NCAA power, snapped Shepherd's winning

streak at eight.

A win over Eastern Mennonite and a loss

to West Liberty, that was later avenged, gave

the Rams their finest season slate in years.

Fourth and fifth seeds John Hillburg and

Dave Wells were the Rams' big individual

winners as each posted a 10-2 mark. They

were followed by Dorsey (9-2). Wright (8- 1),

Brown (8-4). and Koepke (7-5).

The Brown and Wright combo went un-

defeated (9-0) while Koepke and Steckman

teamed up for an 8- 1 record.

With everyone returning for another shot

at the nationals, the Rams will be raising

their share of rackets to the dismay of op-

ponents in the WVIAC. and hopefully, in

Kansas City.
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Coach Roger Parker watches over a doubles match
against Virginia Military Institute.

Kansas City: Home of the Chiefs and the Royals, and

host to the Ram netmen.
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/4 glaring lack of distance runners kept

the Shepherd thinclads from having a banner

season like they wanted. However a 20-

point performance by Wayne Wilson sal-

vaged the Rams' effort by pacing Shepherd

to a fourth-place finish in the state tourna-

ment in Charleston.

Wilson, the Rams' leading scorer over the

course of the season (over 70 points} set

new Shepherd records in the J00 and the

220 as well. His 9.9 clocking in the WO was

good for third in the state. His 220 time of

22.4 earned a second-place ranking among

the conference's sprinters.

Reliable Tim Smith captured a pair of

thirds in the state meet. The lanky senior

owns both school marks in the 330 inter-

mediates and the 120 high hurdles. His

respective times were 58.4 and 1 5.4.

Coach-turned-competitor John Martin

didn't fare badly in Charleston as he cap-

tured fourth in the triple jump with a leap

of44'6".

The Rams fared well in every meet during

the sprint and field events. The 440 relay

team was unbeaten as Wilson, Smith,

Above: Tim Smith clears a hurdle en route to a new
school record, while Art Stewart (below) puts to a third

place finish.

Hernandeze Williams and Bunky Black

teamed up to thoroughly dust opponents.

Mike Hockman flirted with a 13-foot mark

as he performed well in the pole vault.

Other field events were capably handled by

Steve Trout and Clyde Eggleton (shot put),

Greg Hofe (discus) and Ken llgenfritz (jave-

lin).

The Rams' proverbial "Achilles heel"

was the distance events. Shepherd, at times,

could only place one competitor in any dis-

tance race over 440 yards. And that was

newcomer John Hamilton, who gained

nothing but experience.

Head coach Mark McHale was pleased

with his sprinters. "Wayne, Bunk and Her-

nandeze all did great jobs for us. " Of Smith,

McHale commented, "He's the most con-

sistent hurdler we have and his record shows

it"

However McHale laments, "We didn't

get the help I thought we would from our

cross country program. We were hurting

when it came to distance events.

"

"Balance is the key to successful track

program" McHale concluded.
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The '77 Ram thinclads: (front) J. Hamilton. T. Smith,

S. Emmert, J. Martin. (Back) M. Hofe. M. Hockman,

T. Crewe, D. Wells, R. Kennedy, J. Combs, M. Mc-
Hale, I. Black, W. Wilson, M. Daye, D. Beale, H.

Williams, S. Doss, K. Ilgenfritz.



LORDS OF THE LINKS
Coach Ed Fincham's golfers enjoyed their

finest season in years. The Rams finished

with a 19-6-1 season mark.

According to Fincham, the team's high

point of the year was its phenomenal show-

ing in the WVIAC golf tournament in Beckley.

The Rams' two-round total of 651 strokes

was 12 more than conference champion

Glenville's 639. However it was good for a

second place finish.

Bill Zaieski, who was the Rams' most

valuable golfer by his consistent low medalist

performances, sparked the second-place

showing with his two rounds of 78, which

tied him with Glenville's Greg Del Prince,

who was the WVIAC's "Golfer of the Year."

Zaieski, who was runner-up in the voting

for the award, and his brother Joe, were two

reasons behind "our best match of the year"

says Fincham.

Joe, along with veterans Gary Stefaniga

and Larry Lehew. finished the two-day

competition with a 167.

In other tournaments, the Rams finished

"rrt
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fourth in the WVIAC Southern Invitational

and fifth in the Northern Invitational.

Fincham elaborated on the success of his

charges by stating, "When we knocked

Virginia powers, Bridgewater and Hampden-

Sydney, people thought we were playing

over our heads. But I wasn't surprised. We
worked hard every day before the season.

It was just a matter of our returning golfers

playing up to par and our newcomers and

lower seeds coming through when they

had to."

Freshman Keith Kave did come through

in the finals from his sixth seed spot with a

sparkling 1 73.

Fincham feels with the same nucleus re-

turning next year, anything less than a tour-

nament championship or two would definite-

ly be below par. "We had our chance at the

title this year and we missed. Next year we
should be able to take our share of matches,"

Fincham points out.

For these "Lords of the Links", it would

only be fitting.

Freshman Keith Kave tees off in a practice round at

Opequeon Country Club.

Above: Jim Mooney lines up a putt. Right: Gary Stef-

aniga gets a tip from a club pro.

if" mr
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Senior Hurler Marc Arvon serves up a curve ball against Larry Hersh slugs a home run vs. Eastern Mennonite

Salisbury. College.
Under a new head coach. Ram baseball

fortunes dived to a 6-14, but Mike Jacobs

remains optimistic as ever. He points out

"We were basically a young team. We had a

lot of underclassmen who gained experience

if nothing else this year."

Jacobs, replacing the late Jesse Riggle-

man, found his first stint at college baseball

coaching a challenge. The Rams dropped an

opening doubleheader to Salisbury State,

but sprang back to split twinbills with Point

Park College and Eastern Mennonite.

The season's high point was a double-

header sweep of nemesis Fairmont State.

The first win was a 17-9 decision with

veteran hurler Marc Arvon picking up his

first and only win of the season. First base-

man Larry Hersh and outfielder Mark Sager

provided the offensive spark with eight hits

and 10 RBI's between them.

The nightcap saw Sager notch his first of

four wins as the Rams won their third in a

row, 9-4. Homers by Hersh and catcher Doug

Higgins were the big blows for the Rams'

1 2-hit attack.

The winning streak, which was snapped,

saw Shepherd push 41 runs across the
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Shortstop Larry See gets a long lead against

Salisbury's pitcher.

Buck Osborne reaches first via a high throw

against the Fairmont Falcons.

late in four games. Shortly afterwards came

I

split against Point Park. A two-run homer

iV Hersh paced the Rams to a 7-6 nightcap

'in.

The rest of the season was pretty bleak

n Jacobs and his charges. However, he

iels, "We had our chances, but it was the

\ame old story of not getting our pitching

\nd hitting together for one game. We be-

ame a stronger team near the season's end

nd with this same bunch coming back plus

couple of good recruits, next season

remises to be an exciting one."

Sophomore Sager, who posted a 4-2

icord and led the team with a .366 batting

verage is one case for Jacobs' optimism,

'e will return with Junior Doug Higgins

333 and four home runs) to form a steady

nd sure battery.

Senior Larry See supported Sager with a

155 mark while Junior (eligibility-wise)

arry Hersh led the team with seven home
Jnsand33 RBI's.

If the Rams can match their team batting

verage of .302 next season, then Jacobs
nd his diamond nine will dream of bats,

unts and bases every chance they can.

Larry Hersh awaits pick-off throw from Mark

against Randolph Macon.

Sager
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Barb Baker splashes in for a shot in intramural water

polo.

Lambda Chi's David Gray cranks up the old throwing

arm.

What do hundreds of students, staff, men
and women at Shepherd have in common?
They all have an athletic interest and they

fulfill it by participating in a variety of sports

activities offered by the Intramural Depart-

ment.

Under the direction of Ed Fincham and

his hustling assistants, the department of-

fered competition in over 20 levels of activi-

ties.

The most popular sports in terms of

participation were football and basketball

for the men, and volleyball and three-man

basketball for women.

A number of informal organizations and

fraternities helped make the programs a

success and at the same time they grew a

little closer together by helping each other

and themselves in some wholesome compe-

tition.

There were winners who achieved their

Just rewards, but there really weren't any

losers. The purpose of intramurals is to give

the students of Shepherd a chance to be

athletic without being an athlete (but it

helped).

There were a fair share of disputes, but it

can be expected when you have two or more

people battling for one objective: winning!

But the main objective as far as the

Intramural Department is concerned, is to

make sure everyone has a chance to do what

he or she wants on a non-varsity athletic

level and have fun at it . . . and that's what's

great about the games people play!!
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The Games

People Play

INTRAMURALS: THE BEST

Men's Football Space Taxi

Women's Football ... Chocolate Chips

Men's Archery David Harmon
Women's Archery Gail Kidwell

Men's Jogging (STAFF) . . . Harry Young

Men's Jogging Dave Richardson

Women's Jogging (STAFF) . Kate Coleman
Women's Jogging Gail Kidwell

Men's Volleyball CCCP
Women's Volleyball .... Little Hustlers

Three Man Basketball Oreos

Three Woman Basketball .... Fasnooks

Five Man Basketball (A) . Toys

(B) Climax

(C) Moose
Water Polo Jill's Jammers
Handball .... Carl Moore & Keith Turner

Wrestling (165 lbs.) . . Howard Hammen
' (unlimited) Tim Cook

Softball (A) Gold Buds
(B) BotelerHall

Men's Superstar Gary Stefaniga

Women's Superstar .... Vicki Harbaugh

Moose C: champions of basketball's "C" division.
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Quccns

Women's sports at Shepherd enjoyed

a great deal of success during the 76-77

school year. And while they don't draw as

much attention as their male counterparts,

women athletes are just as important and

exciting.

This is attested to by the lady Rams'

tennis squad, which had its finest season

ever under coach Roger Parker.

The women netters finished with a 6-1

record, which included an impressive 5-2

opening win over East Coast power, Salis-

bury State. Number one seed Sally Warther

pushed to top her opponent and her team-

mates rallied to take the remaining singles

matches to clinch the young team's initial

win.

The following match the lady Rams also

won 5-2. Against Amount St. Mary's. Warther

lost her first match, but strong showings

by the remaining seeds, Pam Pierce, Kitty

Thornton, Patti Hedges and Diane Swain

notched another win for Parker's proteges.

The next four wins were by the familiar

5-2 score. The ladies were beaten, however,

by that same score in the season's finale

against Salisbury.

Next, the ladies proved they didn't de-

serve their last-place seeding in the WVIAA
tournament staged in Charleston.

The nubile netters were ranked eighth in

a field of eight, but when the dust of compe-
tition had lifted, the Rams were lookin' good
in fifth place with five points, which was
just 1 1 off the pace set by state champion

Marshall University.

Parker was pleased to say the least.

'This was a very young team (the top three

seeds were freshmen, while the rest of the

squad was made up of three sophomores
and a junior). We had little or no collegiate

experience. I knew they were talented, but

I never dreamed they would do this well.

"We have everyone coming back next

season plus a few more freshmen. I can

hardly wait until next season." Parker re-

marked.

Hedges was the lady Rams' top winner

with an 8-1 mark. She was followed by

Pierce, compiled a 7-2 slate. Warther was
the third-ranked winner on the team with

(Right) Kitty Thornton lunges for a shot vs. Frostburg.

(Below) Lady Netters: J. Laidlow; K. Thornton: P. Pierce:

E. Heller; Coach R Parker; D. Swain; T. Anders; P.

Hedges; S. Warther
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a 7-3 record. All three are just as anxious

about next season.

The lady Rams' volleyball were successful

in their own right. Under coach Beverly

Holden, the sleek spikers battled through a

21 -game schedule and although they fin-

ished below the .500 mark for the first time

in three years, the women led by such front-

liners as Vicki Harbaugh, Lori Oden and

Phyllis Miller, made a respectable showing

in the WVIAA finals.

In the opening match for the Rams in

Morgantown was a tooth and nail battle

{Above) Some tough ladies: Pierce. Thornton, Hedges.

Warther (Below) Top-seeded Warther launches into a

hard serve.

with Marshall. They lost to the Herd by a

score of 8-10,1 5-8, 4-15.

Holden's hammerers came back in the

next round however, and clouted Salem

3-15, 13-11. 15-5. The Gold and Blue was

on the verge of shocking WVU as the lady

Rams held an early lead, but they eventually

succumbed, 15-7,8-15,3-15.

In a rematch with Marshall for third

place, the sirens of the spike came up short

with a 6-15, 1 3-1 5 performance.

As a result. Shepherd finished fourth

in the tournament and second among the

state's small colleges. Had Concord not

attended the Midwest Regionals. the Rams
would have served as alternatives at the

matches in Ohio, where they finished sec-

ond a year ago.
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Queens of Competition
Coach Holden commented, "We had our

rough times during the season, but we got

better as each match was played I felt we
played our best ball in the tournament. We
lost some close ones that could have made

the difference in going to the regionals and

staying home.

"We had a great group of girls, who

were always spirited and very dedicated.

I believe we'll be definitely improved next

season ", she concluded.

Shepherd's lady cagers had "a good

season, but not great" according to head

coach Anne Jones. The Flams finished with

a regular season mark of 8-6.

Included in the victories were a 72-60

opening win over Dickinson, an 85-28 romp

over Shenandoah and a surprisingly easy

83-24 flattening of Potomac State.

The lady cagers put together a five-game

win string until Marshall stung in the WVIAA
tourney in Buckhannon, 8 1 -56.

Vicki Harbaugh was the standout per-

former, although Jones points out that it

took a collective team effort to win. Still

one can't ignore Harbaugh's 20-point

Lori Oden skies up and over for a speeding spike.

Sirens of the spike: (front) E Lardicabal; P Miller: M. Young: V. Harbaugh: L. Oden; B Neal: D Miller: R
Barrons: I. Carleton: B. Smith (Back) S. Davis: C Nesselrobt.
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High-flying Vicki Harbaugh pumps in two of tier 21
points vs. Frostburg.

Karen Palmer gets ready to lay up two against the glass

vs. Frostburg.
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Queens of

Competition
average per contest. Lori Oden and Brenda

Neal were the big rebounders for Jone's

team as each averaged in the double digits

for the caroms they grabbed during the

course of the season.

Jones cited Mindy Barrons and Karen

Palmer (before she was injured) as the main

floor leaders "with their heads-up play in

Lady Cagers in a lighter moment: (Front) B. Eggleton; B Neal. (Back) D. Miller, T Loveland; P. Miller: I. Carle-

S Davis; L. Oden. C. Young; C. Coleman; M Barrons, ton; K. Palmer; V. Harbaugh.

(Above) Mindy Barrons fires up two against Dickinson

College during a 72-60 victory.

(Left) Lori Oden goes over top for two against Dickinson

in the Lady Ram's opener.

(Right) Mindy Barrons cruises in for an easy layup vs.

Frostburg.
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several key situations.

"

With a good nucleus returning, the lady

cagers could be even more impressive in

its next hardwood campaign.

You can't get too much more impressive

than the performance put on by the girl's

swimming team. Paced by the record-break-

ing performances of the medley relay squad

of Jackie Murphy, Carol Twigg, Kim Davis

and Jill Jennings, Shepherd's aquatic lasses

swam to a 4-1 mark.

The relay time of 2:04.4 qualified the

talented quartet for a trip to the AIWA

regionals in Clarion, Pa., which were can-

celled at the last minute.

That was the only damper suffered by

the water women. They earned victories

over Catholic University, Washington &
Jefferson, Dickinson and Mt. St. Mary's.

Twigg, Davis and Murphy were successful

on an individual basis as well. Twigg set

school marks in 200 freestyle (2:14.9), and

in the 500 freestyle (6:11.9). She also won

several diving competitions.

Davis set a new record in the 100 indi-

vidual medley with a time of 1 :08.3, which
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777656 ladies represented Shepherd for the first time m
Softball.

Queens of

Competition

broke Twigg's mark by three-tenths of a

second.

Murphy paced the Rams to their wins

with her consistent efforts in the 50 free-

style and the 100 backstroke.

Gibson was so confident of his ladies that

he used them to bolster the men's team in

meets that allowed co-ed competition. And

they did well.

He later summed up the women's season

by saying, 'The girls really worked hard

this year. They deserve all the credit. It was

a shame we weren't able to go to regionals.

They really deserved to. And get this, they

are determined to break that record next

year!"

Gibson eulogized the entire women's

athletic program when he mentioned deter-

mination. All of the lady Rams in these four

sports were determined to show that they

were worthy of the recognition given to

other phases of Shepherd sports. And they

proved it.

In fact they gave it a royal effort. It was

enough to deserve the title, "Queens of

Competition."
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closer io people

People section editors

Mi/<e Duncan

Debbie Creamer



Seniors

Michael Abshire

James Adams

Sandra Ambrose

Kenneth Arbogast

Ellis Anis

MarcArvon

Janet Bailey

Barbara Baker

Carol Baker

Edith Baker

Dorothy Sheetz

"I've waited sixty-four years for this."

is not something the average Shepherd Col-

lege senior says about his or her degree.

But Dorothy Shrum Sheetz, August 1977

candidate for the Regents Bachelor of

Arts degree, is hardly the average stu-

dent.

Mrs. Sheetz, grandmother of four grand-

children, considers the RBA program to

be "quite, quite good. It encourages older

people to get back into the stream of

life." Her theory doesn't apply to herself,

however. It doesn't seem that she has

had her feet out of that stream for an

instant.

Mrs. Sheetz won't be entering the job

market with most of her classmates . . . she's

much too busy for that. As First Vice Presi-

dent of the Jefferson County Committee

on Aging, Mrs. Sheetz will continue to help

provide its information and referral ser-

vices to the area's elderly. She is also

anxious to return to her "dear" men at

the Veterans Administration Center in

Martinsburg where, for the past five years,

she has been a Red Cross Volunteer in the

Social Service Department.

"I'm a person who is always looking

forward to a challenge," is the reason

Mrs. Sheetz wanted to complete a degree.

She has met the challenge and although

she anticipates framing her diploma and

hanging it where she can see it every

day, she doesn't regard it as the end.

Mrs. Sheetz has enjoyed Shepherd and

would miss the "kids on campus". They have

been good to her. "Not only good, but

just great. I can't compliment them enough.

Even the boys — and they are not usually

interested in an old woman."

This very young "old woman" will be

back — taking additional courses, increasing

her learning in and outside of the classroom,

and hopefully passing on some of her

vitality to her counterparts at Shepherd.

Kate Coleman

Marie Ballas

Jane Barker

Barbara Barr

Warren Barrett

Donald Baumbardner

Dallas Beal

Roland Beauford

Marc Bee

Glenn Bell

Bill Bonner k,^
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Bob Bonneville

Aileen Boyd

Carolyn Bradford

Christopher Branch

Ronald Branch

Terry Branch

Sara Brinkmann

Pam Brooks

Mary Bryarly

Mike Burke

Robert Burt

Regina Busko

Eleanor Bussey

Branch Byers

Douglas Cain

Bonnie Carr

Pauline Carr

Mike Caruthers

\i- Richard Chaney

Pamella Clark

Ralph Clark

Terry Clingan

Meri Cole

Karen Collis

Jerry W. Combs

Ormond Cook

Susan Cranford

Brian Crirrt

Judy Cross

Julie Cummings

Kathy Curtin

Cathy Dailey

Larry Darnell

Danella Davis

Elliott Davis
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Sharon Day

Mike Daye

George Dean

William Demoss

Robert Denton

Speed DeSirant

Jessie Dinges

Jennifer Ditto

Jeffrey Dodd

Cyntfiia Doe

Richard Donovan

Charles Dorsey

Michele Dorsey

Patrick Dorsey

Paul Dotson

Patrick Doyle

Valinda Dozier

Roddy Durst

Pamela Dwyer

Pam Dyson

Russell Eaton

Shirley Echles

Samuel Edmondson

Clyde Eggleton

Mary Eidsness

Lisa Enrietti

Barbara Ettinger

Kim Eversole

Sharon Eshnestock

Lois Farkas

Shelley Farmer

Susan Feehan

Sarah Felker

James Figrar

Michael Fink
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Bill Fourhman

Kay Frankenberry

Karen Frantz

David Frazier

Deb Frey

Patricia Funk

Betty Gainer

Charia Gano

Cynthia Gano

William Gibson

Jo Goldman

Mark Goiler

Patricia Gompers

Ellen Greene

Joanne Greer

Robin Grenke

Steve Gwinn

Richard Hadley

Thomas Hahn

Allen Haines

John Hancock

Joseph Hannigan

Larry Harbaugh

Ronna Hardt

Jeff Ridgeway

After considerable arm twisting, Jeff

Ridgeway, a senior in the combined teaching

fields of English and Art, will admit to

you that "Yes, attending auctions is my

. . . hobby", but not without adding a

thoughtful "I suppose."

In a farming community rich in an his-

torical past and with numerous public sales

someone should make auction hunting

their hobby: and Jeff, attending Saturday

morning sales at his leisure, probably comes

the closest.

Why does he do it? "For the sheer thrill

of getting something cheap." Obviously it

is not the something but more than

reasonable price which attracts Jeff. This

something, however, is not obtained with any

ease. "Usually what you want is held to the

end of the sale," Jeff observed. Even then

your desired item may be bid too high for

your means or its worth. But auctioneering

requires some patience since the end of the

auction may be two or three hours away.

The only equipment needed for this hobby

is your interest and the assurance to raise

your right arm. Jeff has found it stimulating

at times, watching everything from Mickey

Mouse lamps to brass beds being auctioned.

Occasionally Jeff bids and carries home a

useful or interesting item. They all have one

thing in common though: they are cheap.

Though Jeff has reluctantly admitted to

his auction-haunting habit, he will readily

claim that his true talents lie in his

ability to plausibly mimmick Dr. Winters.

Ask him.

Mary Eidsness
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Dennis de Simone is a senior at Shep-

herd College this semester He's been at

Shepherd for 3 years and has studied at

other universities such as Memphis State

and North Carolina State. He also served

in the military for a couple of years.

Dennis is 28 and lives in Shepherds-

town with his wife, Ruth, and their eigh-

teen month old son, Michael. The de

Simones are in the area especially for

Dennis' education and will be leaving

soon. Supported by Veterans Administration

payments and food coupon allocations, the

de Simones have had to learn to live

economically in this campus community

where the apartments are hard to find, and

where just living on any kind of tight

budget can be difficult.

Dennis is a math major and one of that

department's best students. He chose to

take a minor in English and enters into

literature class discussions with a knowledge

of and a real sensitivity for the material.

Dennis' interests are athletic as well as

aesthetic. He is taking a sculpture class

and he, Ruth and Michael are avid Ram
basketball fans

Shepherd College for Dennis has meant

the growth of his family, and life within

the Shepherdstown community, as well as

another step in his education. After grad-

uation here, Dennis will begin a graduate

study program, somewhere as yet un-

decided.

Sarah Felker

Dennis de Simone

Marsha Harpine

Tim Harrigan

Drucilla Harvey

Bill Hasenbuhler

Daniel Herr

Bruce Hetrick

Douglas Mines

Ronda Hoak

Gregory Hofe

John Hoffman

Dorothy Hollida

Joyce Hoover

Michael Horner

Robin Humbertson

Vickie Huntzberry

Ellen Inskeep

Barbara Imwold

Lee Anne Ireland

Kateri Itell

Berniece Jackson

DavidJackson

Ellie Jackson

James Johnson

Alvin Jones

Charles Joseph
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Chris Judd

Sharon Kellison

Ralph Kennedy

Rick Kingsbury

Kathryn Klein

Steve Klick

Carolyn Knode

Alex Kostrewsky

Alan Kunkel

Ron Kwonamn

Diane Lamp

Robert Gregory Lance

Evelyn Landis

Wynell Lauver

Richard Lehman

Gregory Lloyd

Shelia Lofland

Richard Loose

Cynthia Lord

Bob Lund

Anita Lynch

Mickey Lynn

Kathy Mackell

Jeffrey Manges

John Martin

Michael Martin

Rico Massimino

James Mauck

David Mayle

Ann Melville

Patricia Mento

Douglas Meyers

David Michael

Gary Miller

Patricia Miller
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Ritchie Mills

Williaw Mills

Tom Moore

Mary Mowen

Barry Mullane

Marsh Myers

Rebecca McDonald

Cathy McNamee

Owen McPherson

John McVey

Loren Newhouse

Betsy Newlin

Kathy Ostrander

Mark Oty

Wendy Pacek \

Alan Parker

Karen Parker

Cynthia Payne

Rosanne Pentz

Kim Pensinger

Jenny Sue Peters

Mike Philippi

Mary Pope

John Porasky

Michael Path

Charlene Power

Gary Recher

James Rehanek

Robin Rhodes

Barbara Rice

David Richardson

Jim Richardson

Vicki Rickel

Bobby Lee Ridenour

Timothy Ridlon
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Thomas Rinard

Peggy Rinker

Vicki Risinger

Patty Roem

Debbie Roomsburg

Lynn Rust

Jeffrey Sager

Frank Sanford

Dana Sauer

Dennis Saylor

James Schmitt

Clyde Schultz

Rodney Sewell

Mohammad Shapoorian

L ynda Sheppard

"I don't think of my poetry as poetry.

My poetry is more feelings expressed with

words."

The speaker is Wynell Lauver, a quiet

and sensitive senior with a feeling for

words and for people.

Wynell began writing poetry in high

school. As a shy young girl, her poetry

was a means of expression. She "didn't

want to say anything to anybody," she "just

wanted to put it down."

Of her poems, Wynell says that they

are seldom written for herself.

"I write for people because they in-

fluence me . . . different types of people

affect my style."

Wynell feels that her main problem is

structure, but adds,

"I hate to change it to fit a certain style

because that might change the feelings in

it"

For an example of Wynell's poetry, turn

the page.

Betsy t^Aathews

Wynell Lauver

Cynthia Shifler

Marty Shrewsberry

Daniel Simmons

Joe Siska

Carol Slingerland

Fay Smith

Jennifer Smith

Ronald Smith

Jeffrey Smoot

Herbert Snyder
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Susan Snyder

Donna Sours

Joe Spencer

Debara Spickler

Fred Spinelli

Dwight Sponaugley

Susan Spurr

James Stable

Gary Stefaniga

Barbara Stewart

Don Stinette

Dorothy Stockslager

Shari Stump

Linda Smallwood

Leigh Talbott

Doug Taylor

Diana Thompson

Lynn Thompson

Karen Tomimatsu

John Townsend

Richard Tragno

Delores Tyson

Marie Viens

Corinne Von Gunten

Betsy Walker

Rick Waltemire

Robert Washarm

James Watson

Joan Waugh

Randy Webb

Betty Webber

Pegi Wells

Rose Wesselrodt

April Willis

Janis Wilson
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Janice Young

Lynne Zerbe

Wendy Zimmerman

John Wilson

Karen Wilson

Patti Wingerd

Thomas Winters

Sandra Wolf

Vicky Wolfe

Stephen Wolfensberger

Shirley Wolford

Brenda Wood

John Wood

Mark Wurster

Joseph Yasko

Charles Yates

Foday Yilla

Cindy Young

These words are those once hidden

Embedded deep within my thoughts.

How true it is what once was said

True friendship can't be bought.

A kind word, understanding heart.

Not money, riches or gold.

Is what keeps friendship alive

Never to slowly grow old.

Friendship endures parting

Growing stronger day by day.

Shepherd gave us memories

Which will never fade away.

It's not goodbye for life

Just for a little while.

It's not goodbye forever

So why not wear a smile?

Time passes much too quickly

Perhaps this is the case.

But memories of "way back when"
Will never be erased.

Wynell Lauver



Graduation:

America's Rite

ofPassage
For many it was a serious affair, but

for most it was simply joyous: Graduation

— America's rite ofpassage.

June 14 saw tfte commencement cere-

mony of some 350 graduates. Dr. Perry E.

Gresham, former President of Bethany Col-

lege, was the guest speaker. Dr. Gresham

has lectured throughout Europe and across

the United States. He is the author of

numerous works and the holder of 15

Doctorate Degrees. He is also listed in

"Who's Who in the World".

Earlier in the day, graduating nurses

received their pins during a ceremony. A
reception on the grounds of Popidicon was

held for all graduates, parents, and pro-

fessors.



A graduate and her parents take a stroll around

Popodicon before lining up for commencement exer-

cises.

Dan Paul, chairman of the Advisory Board, is greeted

at the senior luncheon by Alumni Director Dr. Keith

Turner.
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Juniors

Explorer:^
Future scientists watch as their colleague dabbles

with an experiment

Alvin Alexander

A rlean Allen

Gilbert Allen

Robin Allen

Stephen Allemony
Kenneth Apple
Debbie Arvin

Kim Ashley

Kelli A yers

Terry Bailes

Pam Baird

Sandra Leigh Baisle

Gerald Baker

Martha Barnes

Jeffery Barnhart

Sue Barrett

Tern Barron

Mefinda Barrons

Dean Bartles

Joan Bartley

Mary Batchelor

Donna Bazzle

Debby Bean
Cathy Bennett

Irvin Black

Greg Biddie

Mane Bo

Todd Bolton

Alice Bonney
Jenny Bott

Andy Bowers
Harold Brandenburg

Don Brooks

James Brosious

Cathy Brown
Doren Brown

Marsha Brown
Vicki Brown
Jo Burdette

Carol Burke

Nina Campbell

Lisa Carper

Tom Castelli

Catherine Chapman
Michael Clark

James Clem
William Cline

Sara Cogan
Chippee Coleman

Joseph Collins

Tim Cook
Terry Corn well

Rhonda CoStella

Kandi Coachman

Mark Courtright

Foster Covington

Blame Cullers

Carol Cummings
Patrick Curley

Mary Jane Curry

Gina Danchik
Clara Danner

Kim Davis
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/C/-/sf/ Deener
Barbara DeLauter

Randall Dell

Albert DeRonda
Pamela DeSensi
Maureen Devlin

Joyce Dicks

Susan Dickens

Michael Ditto

Maury Domsky
Michael Donoghue
Alan Doss
DeDe Dove
Melissa Dudrow
Sharol Durham
Kitty Eckhardt

Darrell Eichelberger

Scott Emmert
Carol Eppinger

Earlene Farmer

Debi Feaga
Frank Flemming
Brenda Foley

David Foley

Robert Faust

Rebecca French

Julie Funkhouser

Charles Gagen
Bruce Gallagher

Jeffrey Ganoe
Michael Gasper

Ted Gillette

Carolyn Gess

Kenneth Gochenour
Grant Graeves

Alan Granofsky

Arlene Grapes

Dave Greenberg

Debra Griffith

Doug Griffith

Sandra Gurkin

Kevin Gurtler

Beverly Hoffmaster

Susan hiahn

Cookie Hammond
John Hammond
Sharon Hancock
Joyce Hardy

David Harmon
Sherry Harper

Ken Harris

Melanie Harsh

Joann Hawkes

Wesley Hawkins

Jeffrey Hendricks

Heather Henry

Brian Herchenrother

Sheila Herridge

Betty Hildebrand

Nancy Hill

Todd Hinton

Clark Hoak

Linda Hockman
Barbara Hodge
Greg Hoover
Donna Houpt
Regina Householder

Cynthia Hucbon
Douglas Huffer

Annette Hurley

John Inwright

Gary James
Linda James
Cheryl Jones
David Jones
Keith Kave
Jill Kee
Lucas Keith

Gene Kesecker

Glenn Keys

Gordon Keys
Jacqueline Kibler

Calotta Kidwell

Douglas Mclnnes

Donna Kimble

Carole King

Peggy Kinsey

Leslie Koch
Ruth Korzep

Charles Krzywicki

Lois Kuhn
Mark Kuhn
Lynn Laidlow

Kevin Lauffer

Gerald Lawrence
Stephen Lehr

Charles Leonard

Larry LeHew

Debbie Lewis

Connie Lightner

Leslie Long
Katharine Lopez

Pamela Lutz

John Lowe
Gwen Lucas

Sean MacDonnell
Richard Magner

James MacFarlane
Julie Marks
Stephen Martin

Cynthia Mason
Michael Mason
Betsy Mathews
Gwen Mauch
Scratch McCauley
Melanie McCrae
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John McDonald
Phihp McDonald

Cynlhia McDowell
Meg McKeon

Kimberly McKown
Deb Mellon

Mildred Miller

Robin Miller

Stephen Modlin

Robert Montague
Robert Moody

William Morehouse
Calhi Morns

Perry Mortzteldt

Rodger Moss
Cheryl Mullican

Maria Nacilou

Brenda Neal

Sam Nefi

David NeilI

Ellen Newton
Timothy O Connell

Roland Olson

Rebecca Orsini

Dana Orsini

Robert Otto

Randall Painter

Robert Payne
Kathy Perry

Melinda Perry

Jennifer Peters

Stephen Phillips

Richard Prather

Dorothy Pride

Ronald Proctor

Janice Putnam

Bruce Pyke
Teresa Raines

Deborah Ramey

Steven Raschella

Robin Reichert

Patricia Reid

Charles Remsberg
Robert Riedel

Joslyn Ring

Stanley Roach
Dale Robertson

Mary Robey
Arietta Robinson
Scott Rockwell
Sharon Rodcliff

Karen Ross
Stephen Roth
Marian Rowe

Lisa Ruth
Suellen Sager
Trenita Savage

William Scarborough

Chip Schelhorn

Edward Schlosser

Thornton Schultz

Gary Schwartz
Alan Sencindiver

Steve Serio

Chris Semour
John Shackelford

Wayne Shanholtz
Lisa Sharp

Joanne Sherman
Lloyd Sherman

Rodney Sherman
Greg Shook

Janice Shorb

Lauren Shippee

Kathleen Sienkiewicz

Brad Simmons
Stephen Sions

Jenny Slane

Chapman Slye

Ed Smallwood
Harrison Smith

A
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Jerf>^ Smith

Mary Smith
Stephen Smith
Judy Snyder

Susan Snyder

Valerie Sosna
John Spangler

Lisa Spangler

Mark Spessard

Claude Stanton

Robert Starr

Michael Slemple
Arthur Stewart

Gary Stone

Jane Stultz

Charles Stump
Kelly Sutterfield

Beverly Taylor

Carol Taylor

Larry Thomas
Linda Thorpe

Deborah Tidmore

Pat Trickett

Debra Tntapoe

Rebecca Upton
Alice Vollmer

Anna Vollmer

Dennis Voorhees
Jerome Volel

Jarrett Walker

Susan Wall

John Walters

John Wanher

John Webber
David Wells

Rob Wetzel

Carolyn Wheatley

Sharon Wiggs
Lorraine Wildberger

Dana Wilkinson

Hernandez Williams

Mary Williams

Jeffrey Wilson

Joan Wilt

Geneva ^osi

John Zuyrendall

Denny Ziemann
CM Zindel

Sophomores

\

Donna Abramski
Linda Adams
Helen Ahem
Trudy A nders

Jennifer A nderson

Liz Anderson
Sylvia Anderson
Rick Andrekanic

Deborah Arnold

Barbara Ashton
Brad Ashton
Kyna Atkins

Steven Baggett

Cindi Ballard

Da/las Barchft

Rose Barnisky

Carol Bartles

James Beall
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Carol Mason
Michael McCabe
Enn McCormick

Diane McCoy
Kendra Mclntyre

Dwighf McManus
Mike Meadows
Jeffrey Mellon

Mark Mickelin

Albert Middleton

Jada Miller

John Miller

Laura Miller

Scott Miller

Don Mitchell

Jeff Mooney
Craig Morgan
Kyle Morrison

Pamela Moseman
Frank Mo ten

Lynn Mullane

Brian Mullin

Kevin Murphy
Cheryl Myers
Daniel Myers

Richard Neese
Wendy Neff

Joy Nelson

Sharon Nichols

ion Novotny

Mike Oblinger

Maureen O'Connell

Ronald On
Charles 01cole

Tony Oloole
Virginia Pabst

Karen Palmer

Debbie Parker

Stephen Patrick

Richard Papre

Deborah Peck

David Pengelly

Robin Phalen

Janice Pittleman

Ronald Piatt

Brian Ports

Rob Prezkuta

Bob Prezkuta

Debra Price

James Price

Angela Props!

Charles Ransom
Edith Reel

Becki Reese

Sandy Reeves

Dee Reinson

Elaine Richmond
David Rigo

Kim Riley

Teresa Ring

Steve Roach
Karen Robinson

Pamela Rogers

Mike Romano
Robert Rothenhoefer

Theodore Sager

lavie Salem
Susan Sander

Rae Scanlon

Kent Scates

Susan Schmidt

Cindy Schoppert

James Shaffer

Steve Sharp

Mary Sheftic

Paula Shepherd
Nancy Sherman

Joseph Slier

Christine Simmons
Susan Sink

Foster Sirbaugh

Angelica Sizemore
Bill Slider

Anita Smith

David Smith

James Smith

Peggy Smith

Rebekah Smith
Sharon Smith

Sheha Smith

Stephen Smoot
Cynthia Solenberger

Vicki Sparks

Cathy Spetek

Sandie Starkey

Robin Staubs

John Stevens

Vava Stevenson

George Stilo

NE Slombock
John Stoup
Ann Strauss

Wanda Stultz

David Stutzman
Gary Sullivan

Christine Sweeney
Ruth Tabb

Robert Tabler

James Taitt

Donald Tednck

Lome Terpstra

Christine Theall

William Thompson
Patsy Triplett

Ellen Turro

Carol Twigg

Patti Veitl
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Robert Carv

Frank Cassirtari

Eddie Casta

Joe Castlett

Cathy Chalson

Mitsy Chambers
Brenda Chamblis

Mark Ciamancone
Jackie Clark

Cecilia Clevenger

Daniel Cogswell
Anna Collins

Sylvia Conner

Kevin Conroy

Janet Coonts

Larry Cooper
Kathy Coyle

Michael Crandall

John Crawford

Julie Creamer
Laura Curtin

Robert Cutnght

Sandy Dagostino

James Dailey

Michael Datsun

Laird David

Pam Davidson

Tracey Davis

Tern Dawson
John Decker

Bonny Delauney
Candie Dell

Peggy Dell

Rhonda Dellinger

Debbie DeLong
Ivan Dent

Lisa Dillon

Bonnie Dohrman
Pat Dolecha

Catherine Dorset!

Fred Dorsey

Lisa Dove
Michael Duncan

Carol Dunlap

Lynn Dunlevy

John Dunham
Jody Dunn
Mark Eckl

Trish Egbers

June Eggleton

Chris Egner

Lor I EllIS

Bryan Emery
Pres Engle

Kate Englund
Michael Falkenhan

Tina Fawley
Kate Feeney

Thomas Fehmel
Hattie Ferguson

Jay Fines

Joan Fischer

Dennis Fitzharris

Mark Fitzpatnck

Rebecca Flagg

Jon Flickmger

Nancy Fogle

Steve Ford
Craig Foster

Roosevelt Foster

Peggy Fry

William Fry

m
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Education Major Deb Mellott directs a youngster

in a special project.

Instructors



Cindy Funkhouser

Debbie Caither

Kathy Ganoe
Lisa Gaut

Mary Beth Genovese
Charles Gesford

Pamela Gifiey

Laura Gilley

Linda Goode

Linda Garden
Kay Grantham
Carol Gray

Cindy Gray

Laura Crieco

Julia Grove

Dewey Guida
James Guy
Roger Hadley

Donna Haines

Debbie Hall

John Hamilton

Howard Hammen
L II Handlan

James Hane
Vicki Harbaugh
Lisa Hardgrove

Irene Harper

Thomas Harrison

Debbie Hawley
Irish Heckman
Carol Heinz

Valerie Herronimus

Gretchen Henderson

Jams Henderson
Ellen Heller

Randall Hicks

Susan Heath
Terry Hess
Cheryl Hess
Philip Herzog

Nancy Herndge
Allan Herlinger

Mary Henry

Linda Henry

Towarna Hill

Robert Hoffmaster

Florence Holler

Karin Holley

Douglas Hollida

Sheila Holloway

Janice Horbett

Linda Hottel

Jim Hansberger

Frank Hunsberger

Sharon Hurley

Ken llgenfritz

Susie Imes

Janet Jackson
Josette Jackson

Lisa Jackson
Linda Jackson

Sally Jackson
Sheryll James

Gregory James
DonaldJohnson
Roberta Jones
Lisa Judd
John Keator

Patricia Keller

Carrie Kenney
Judith Kepler

Lindsey Kerfoot

Karolyn Kerr

Stephen Kershner

Rick Kesecker

Kris Kidd

Wanda Kidwiler

Alice Kilmer

Elizabeth Kilmer

David King

Pam King

William Kirchoff

Lisa Kirk

Ronald Klabe

Joru Kline

John Koepke
Janice Koernig

Gail Kohutek
Kimberly Kordus

Karen Krug

Holly Kylen

Mamie Lahmann
Shane Lampson
Diana Lavigne

Tern Lawhorn
Chris Lebling

Belinda Lee

David Lee

Henry Lee

George Lewis
Jon Lewis
Delma Lucas
Brenda Linton

Juan Lopez
Craig Lopp
Tracey Loveland

Scott Lowe
Freda Lower

Francis L ynch

Donna MacGarva
Edward Maley
Laura Manehades
Lauren Marshall

Beverly Martin

Diane Martin

Steven Maslanik
Laniel Mason
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Kaihryn Mason
David McBee

Beverly McCann
Mary Alice McCann

Kim McClure
Paula McCoy

George McDaniel
Joyce McDowell

Madelyn McGarvey

Orvid McGravv
Garry McKinney
Hope McKinney
Neil McLaughlin
Linda McMullan

Mark McNeill

Tim McShea
Dick Meade
Paul Melville

Ann Michael

David Michael

Donna Miller

L ynn Miller

Phyllis Miller

Rebecca Miller

Tammy Miller

Leslie Moerschel
Jane Moler

Frances Mangold
Gary Monteforte

Cheryl Montgomery
John Moore
Gem Morgan

Karl Morns
Randall Moss
James Moyers
Terry Mumavu

Carol Munson
Cathy Murphy

Jacklynne Murphy
Pamela Murrey

Gary Myers
Daniel Nagy

Jennings Newcome
Marcia Noll

Donna Null

Kelly Odell

Lone Oden
Susan Ogrodnik

William Okal

Mary Jo Ostrowski

Mary O'Sullivan

John Oybkhan
Robert Pearce

Michael Penn

Mike Penn
Cheryl Peterson

Pam Pierce

Carolyn Pimentel

Chuck Pires

David Plakas

Ken Piatt

Cherly Powell

Robert Protasi

Tim Pugh
Mary Purdy

Stephen Racey
Michael Rafferty

Bonnie Randolph
Mark Randazzo

Carol Rafferty

John Ray
Mark Reed

Nancy Reed
Victor Reader

Brian Reily

Dale Rich

Tara Richetts

Matt Ridgeway
Rebecca Rieseck

Micheal Riley

David Rinker

Carol Ripley

Brenda Ritmiller

Thomas Roach
Wendell Roberson
Maurice Robertson

Deborah Robinson

Donald Ross
Kim Roth

Mark Rotruck

Charlene Rowe
Patricia Rowland

Gail Russell

Paul Sabatini

Kevin Saker

Thomas Sallese

Jeff Sander

Rischar Santmier

Randi Saur

Bonnie Schattert

Doreen Schaffner

Debbie Scott

Neal Sedlar

Bob Sekinger

Chris Sekwack
Debbie Shade
Wakder Sharp

Jennie Sherman

Pat Sheprinski

Par Shiley

Samuel Shipley

Deborah Shull

Lois Shumaker
Robert Sides

Cheryl Slier

Robin Simpers
Allen Sire
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ff/c/) Sinner

Debbie Sirolli

Keith Smith

John Solgo

Debra Sousa
Mike Sparks

Tim Spellman

Mark Spiker

Jim Stanley

Erin Stark

Clifford Starhper

Brenda Staubs

Bryan Staubs

Linda Staubs

Susan Stauffer

Jay Steckman
Carol Stemple
Dale Stewart

Ron Stofler

Wayne Stauer

Paul Stnder

Angie Stroupe
Mike Sturman
Sharon Sublesky
Michael Suder
Steven Suppe
James Tait

Kathryn Turner

Daisey Taylor

Nancy Taylor

Cindy Thacker

Wayne Thompson
Rick Thomson
Kitty Thornton

Nina Tingle

Cynthia Tobiw

Marsha Tracey

Kevin Trostle

Steven Torut

Nancy Truman
Steve Tsekovvias

Ray Unger
Robin Usak
Mara Taylor

Michael Uzzo

Debra Vance
Gerry Vanderwiiot

Russ Voelker

Michael Voorhues

Sarah Warther

Robin Washington

David Wells

Faith Welsh

Dale Wenner

Deborah West
Ben Wheeler
Jann White

Ruth Williams

Steve Williams

Wayne Williams

Joel Wilson

Joseph Wilson

Roxanne Wilson

Cynthia Wiser

Robert Wolf

Robert Wolf

Jon Wolford

Richard Woodrum
Kirdell Woodyard

Robin Wratchford

Bill Wright

Jeff Yarms

Nancy Voder
Robert Young
Scott Zumstem
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Backing up the Bosses

. . .or, the stalwart staffers.
I

55 Stan
\
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Charlie Kave:

a living legend
Name a Shepherd College institution that

has been on campus for 30 years and doesn't

have yellow bricksl If you said Charlie Kave.

you're right.

Who is Charlie Kave? If you don't know

him, you soon will. He's the pudgy, per-

sonable individual with "Shepherd College

Football" emblazoned across his chest. He's

the determined cyclist pulling up the hills

and dales about campus on his flashy gold

bi-wheeler. He's a clown. Santa Claus and

an Easter Bunny. He's the part of us that

dares to be something we can't be.

The 52 year old spirited sparkplug

has an unforgettable personality that has

endeared the Shepherd campus since 1946.

Who else do you know has had his life's

dream fulfilled on the Shepherd gridiron?

Who else do you know that would give his

health (and nearly his life) just to see the

Ram's play?

Who else but Charlie Kave!

His tales are legendary. In 1955, the

Ram's football team was under the guidance

of coach Don Fuoss, who led the Rams to

their only undefeated season that year.

They won the conference championship de-

spite having no depth whatsoever. Near the

end of the season, the Rams were battling

Potomac State and Shepherd led 26-0.

'The defensive end was injured with a

couple of minutes to go in the game and

there was no one else to replace him since

everyone else was injured or going both

ways. The coach hollered at me to get in

the game.

"I was surprised, but I threw on a

jersey and an old helmet and there I was."

Three plays later, the end zone was
where Kave was. According to him, "Po-

tomac ran the ball my way and I got knocked

down. But I got right back up, and there

was the ball in my hands!

"I couldn't believe it! Someone hollered

'run', so I did. Luckily, I was headed in the

right direction. Scoring that touchdown was
the biggest thrill ofmy life."

Midway into the next season, the Rams,
who were 6-2-0 under first-year coach Jesse

Riggleman, were to play Case Tech. Kave

was regretfully informed by the coach that

he could not accompany the team to the

game, as was his usual custom.

The players didn't think too much of the

idea since they regarded Kave as a good

Charlie Kave

luck charm. So, as the team loaded up the

next morning, he was stuffed into a duffel

bag and loaded into the luggage compart-

ment of the chartered bus that would take

the team to Cleveland, Ohio.

During the lengthy trek, Kave began

"to get sick. I was getting cramps and I

could hardly breathe." All the while, Rig-

gleman was unaware of the "Shepherd

Stowaway."

When they arrived in Cleveland, the

players were unloading their equipment as

Riggleman commented, "It's too bad Charlie

can't be here." But as he soon found out,

he was dead wrong and Kave was just about

dead period.

He was rushed to the Cleveland Munici-

pal Hospital, where he was treated for

asphyxiation.

Did he miss the game? Not on your life.

He returned for the second half and watched

the rest of the game from an ambulance.

Since then, he has missed only one game.

That was due to illness in 1968.

Would he do it again if he had the

chance? "I think so, but if it was possible,

I would have taken a taxi."

Sports not only bring out the best in

Kave, but holidays do as well. On any

respective occasion, you'll see him dressed

as a clown, a Santa Claus, or even an

Easter Bunny.

"I do it to cheer up people. I enjoy it.

I don't care what people say, as long as I

make other people happy, I'm happy."

Another time of year that is special to

Kave is Homecoming. "A lot of my friends

stop by to see me and the Rams and we have

a good time." In the past, those friends have

included Congressmen Harley O. Staggers

and Robert C. Byrd.

'The thing I miss now about Homecoming

is the big parades we used to have. All

the local high schools and clubs would have

bands and floats in it and people would

crowd the streets down town to see it. I

think Shepherd College should get the

Homecoming parade going again."

In 30 years, what changes has he seen?

"Of course there's been a lot of changes

since the new buildings have been put up,

but the students here are still friendly as

ever.

"I remember when the football games

were played on Fairfax Field. I saw many

a player bounce off that stone wall. Some
of them would be bleeding, but they would

go right back in the game."

In Kave's opinion, the 1955 football

team was one of the best at Shepherd.

"They were a great bunch of dedicated

guys. However, if this year's team keeps

playing the way it is now, it could be the

greatest ever."

In conclusion he added, "I think I

have made a lot of people happy. I've made
my mark here. My advice for all students

is try to make a mark, no matter how little.

Whether it's sports or studies, they should

take pride in what they do. Personally, I

would like to see the students take more

pride in the sports here. Walter Barr has

done a fantastic job at Shepherd. He de-

serves a lot more support."

Coming from a "living legend", that is

advice to be well-heeded.

Terry Cornwell
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closer to business

business section editors:

Scott IVIcCauley

Lynn Miller

Annette Hurley

Erin Stark
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i Above left Lon Wible, Buddy Foster. Jeff Ganoe Below

left Swedisf) Madman and Flacid Frank Below Col

Know-Notfling Kostrewsky

Welofm to the

Wild World of

Zhe Wingmts

If you have never had the misfortune of

visiting the east wing of Kenamond Hall's

second floor, you haven't missed much.

Should you happen to wander carelessly

into the vicinity or are taken there against

your will, read these hard to follow directions

on how to plot your escape.

Upon your entrance of this punk rock

paradise, be wary of the inhabitants dwelling

behind the door of room 217. If you are

steely-nerved enough to open it, you'll find

the lair of 'The Swedish Madman" and

"Flaccid Frank". Don't be alarmed by their

outrageous appearances. They're actually

two of the nicest mutants you'll never

meet.

"Madman" is the one rocking on the bed

with nothing on but "Arnie's Army" buttons,

while "Flaccid's" most notable characteristic

is the water he's squirting down your neck.

As you beat a damp retreat, you find

yourself surrounded by cackling laughter

and raucous remarks and slogans. You've

entered the territory of the Junior Bush

Pilots no doubt. Your less-than-insane hosts

are Bill, Kevin, Howard and two Dougs.

Heading eastward, you'll marvel at the

BETTER DORMS AND GARBAGE decor of

Jeff and Lon's humble abode. Watch out for

that freshly launched water balloon from the

wing armory at your left. It's also a good

place to heed Mother Nature's call if you're

so willing.

Don't be intimidated by the slight fellow

who says he's the RA. If you don't believe

such a nice guy can head up this ram-

bunctious group of loonies, just ask for his

John Hancock, and he'll prove it.

Then you freeze in your track. What is

that blood-curdling scream? Careful stranger!

You've Just entered "Wild Moose Country".

With any luck, you'll make it without get-

ting in range of one of Bruce or Barry's

bellowing belches.

Actually, the wing is also a preserve for

Apes as well as Moose.

As you sight the exit sign, your pulse

quickens and your ears throb from the over-

powering stereo chords emitting from the

rooms of 227 and 226 The battle of the

bands is thrust upon you courtesy of Bob

(Hey Now!) Leach and "Karvin" Kelly

Sutterfield. Their opponents are "Moon-

man" Jim and Ed (Today I am a Man) Maley.

Oh, watch out for those junior jocks,

Dave (The Stutz) Stutzman and "Leapin'"

Lloyd Sherman. As you peer to your left,

you cautiously greet two budding artists,

Mark and Buddy. Only Buddy is the art

student. Mark is known campuswide for

his creative and useful works of clay.

Across the hall, you may be startled by

the strains of "Dixie". It's only the residence

178 Wingnuts



of southern forces commander Colonel

Kostrewsky, complete witfi white sheets

and the ol' stars and bars And you kind of

wonder about the reserved guy behind him

who keeps mumbling, "Frampton Forever"

There is only one more obstacle before

you reach the exit. Joe (The Jet) Wilson and

Brian (Casanova) Carter greet you with sly

smiles with their hands behind their back.

Without waiting around to see what

they've got. you tear down the steps and

wonder how such a subversive subculture

could exist within the confines of such an

established state education facility

You wonder about it some more until

you start whispering the possible answers

to yourself You notice everyone looking

at you. You wonder what they are saying

about you as you stagger aimlessly about.

Congratulations! You're on your way to

becoming a WingnutH

Above left: Now for this important message from thieJr

Bush Pilots. Above Greetings from Joe the Jet and

Casanova Carter Left Dave. Jim, and Ed taking it easy.

Wingnuts 1 79
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Left: Harried and hapless, student assistant Cindy Gano
rushes to another class.

Above: Take me I'm yours/ That's the feeling most
students get when filing thru registration.

Below: Cooking up some monkey business are Lambda
Chi's Denny Ziemann and Ron Klobe.

Patrons:

Shepherdstown Paint and Art

Bill Piercy 876-6053

Shepherdstown Communications

H. C. Marshall 876-2604

Shepherdstown Pharmacy

Clark Thornton 876-6860

Old Town Restaurant

Business 781



\aft^ DAIRY PRODUCTS
^ 25 E. GERRARD STREET

P. 0. Box 1028
WINCHESTER, VA. 22601

Valley Milk for Valley People

Serving the Shenandoah Valley

Pam Baird and Ellen Green find getting into a car funnier

than usual.



A gathering place for all, the library steps are usually

occupied.

Warm weather and smiles: Trenita Savage, Rusty Eaton,

Terry Fabianich.

Good Food and Casual Dining

Shepherdstown, West Va.

Business 183





Betty's

Restaurant

German St., Shepherdstown

Home Cooked Meals

and

Daily & Sunday

Newspapers

Owner: Betty Osbourn

A fine crew of Ttieta Xi's and Moose — Don Clem.

Mark Oty, and Indian.

Yearbook Ads

Add Business

MflEtiEN
MUSIG SB

Phone 733-1441

A Musical

Hit For

30 Years

MACHEN MUSfC
1337 Pennsylvania Ave.

Hagerstov/n, Maryland 21740

Business 185
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Far right: Donna McGarva and friend stroll by Thacher

Way.

Above: Hassled by registration — a student fills out yet

another card.

Shop at

German Street Market
Shepherdstown, W.Va. 876-2323

FRESH PRODUCE - FROZEN FOOD

GROCERIES - FRESH MEAT

Left: A loving hug can often cure the cares of a day.

Right: Croutons and a Taco? Yes, when the latter is

Taco (Janice) Schorb.



D. F. Dennis

Tobacco Co.

Wholesale

Distributor

of candy and tobacco

118W. Martin St.

Martinsburg, W.Va.

With a Mona Lisa smile. Judy Bateman strikes a pose.

Lacey leaves form a silhouette against a morning sky.



After a long dav. commuter Todd Hinton still manages a

smile!

Lecturing to a P.E. class. Coach Jacobs finds his stu-

dents not always attentive.

Ts /

B \ ^ \

Graffiti:

The

Shepherd

Way!!!

Go FOR \T',





Cheese! Lauren Shippey and Tim Ridlon are caught by

the lens.

Get closer is more

than Just a phrase

it is a year in

retrospect.

Let's Boogie. Baby! Sam Stanton backed by Mike Daye

ready themselves vs. a West Liberty runner.

i
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A familiar sight — friends congregate on tfie library

steps.

Below: Bob Carey puts ttte finishing touch on a four-

legged friend.

r
1976-77: a barely missed Coal Bowl

victory; a sky rocket to the moons

dark side; a runner-up who became Miss

West Virginia; a new national status for

local Lambda Chi's; a ram of iron;

^ Kansas City welcome for the Men's Tennis Team.
^

11^





Beauty on a backstreet . . . night falls behind Thacher

Hall.

1976-77 will remain a year separate from

any other. Not especially for the things that

everyone remembers, but for the memories

intimate to each. Whatever your memories—
look back now and get closer to

the year that was.

194 Closing
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special thanks to:

Lucy, Car/a. Pam, Marnie, Lynda, Bonnie.

Jeff. Deb, Rodger, Diane. Joy. Terry. Erin,

Anne. Mike. Debbie, Scott, Annette, Lyn

Tim. Todd, John, Sean. Pegi, Nancy, Patt,

l\4r Perry, Dean Auxt. Mr. -Foley. Linda B .

Stock. Carol. Spurr. Barry. Zoo Wing,

S GA . and to anyone and everyone w/io

contributed to this book, it's been one

helluva year. Byeseeya! bam




